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INTRODUCTION 
The State of Massachusetts' Primary system has had 
a colorful histor:r of difficulties and intricacies in the 
attemnt to get an efficient system by which the people may 
control the nomination as well as the election, without the 
undue influence of the "political boss". I I 
In the following pages, it will be the aim of 
writer to give a clear and authentic description of the 
the l1 
•I 
tioning of the State Primary system in Massacrn1setts. 
func- ~ 
The II 
background and the evolution of the Massachusetts' nominating 
system will, of course, be touched upon, but the main empha-
sis will be on the present da-r working of the Primary system. 
At times it will seem to the reader that certain I 
II 
I 
I 
points are unduly· stressed, but the author must point out 
that i~he material on the nomin~J.ting system of Massachusetts 
is not abund:int and every fr·->gment of pertinent material, ob-j' 
tained from both academic and research sources, has been used 
in an effort to make the description as complete as possible. 
·.rherefore; where th~re is rnore information on some points 
than on others, the former points become emphasized sometimes 
out of proportion. 
The non".in'.: -cj_np, syste!!!. of Massachusetts, or of any 
ii 
state in fact, is not perfect. 'l'he vrriter will criticize fro~l 
!I 
·I the point of view to vrhich his resef-lrcr has brought him and ! 
il 
_:::;::!_ ·-- ~--·---~-- . ·=-~·===~~-----·-if'=="="=''~~· 
il 
'I 
'I 
l1 
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• 
will quote criticisms, both good and bad, of authorities on 
the type of Primary system that is 'Jsed in Massachusetts. 
The good points will be brought out, and the abuses empha-
sized with the necessary reforms to cprrect these abuses 
pointed out. 
'l'his work has been limited to the State Primary 
system because discussion of both State and local nominating 
systems in the same book would tend to confuse the reader, 
though at times the systel"' of the city of Boston through ne-
cessity will be touched upon. 
It is to be hoped that this little volume will give 
each reader a ~ore complete and understanding knowledge of 
the State Primar;r s;rstem of Massachusetts. 
Special acknowledgment is given to Miss Florence 
I' 
ii 
II 
il 
,, 
'I 
H. L11 sc omb, Secretary of the Women's Internationa.l League for \j 
II Peace and Freedon1, at one time very much interested in the 
League of Women Voters, and to James H. Sheldon, Professor of II 
ii 
Governrr1ent at Boston University. -I 
Miss Luscowb 1 s kindness in allowing the author to 
I! 
II 
use her private collection of material on the Primary and pre-1 
convention Primary, in which she has had a great deal of in-
terest, helped invaluably in writing upon the Primary electio 
system of the last few years in Massachusetts • 
Professor Sheldon through his patience, knowledge, 
and diPection has mR_de the completion of this work possible. 
I extend to both my sincere thanks. 
R. ,J. A. 
' 
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Chapter I 
THE BACKGROUND AND EVOLUTIONARY HISTORY OF THE PRIMARY SYSTEM 
A. Nominations in the Colonial Period. 
In an exposition of the functioning of the present 
/i . day Primary system of Massachusetts, the bacl{ground and evo-
jl 
~ i 
I! 
lutionary history of the nominating processes used.must be 
related in order to obtain a more complete understanding of 
the immediate system. 
In the colonial period we find that nominations 
were in son1e cases self-announced, but the common way was to 
make them at private conferences, or at v1hat would be called 
"parlor caucusus" of those particularly interested in public 
affairs; i.e. by the leading men in the community. There 
v1ere not any real, well-defined, and ~1errnanent political 
parties in the colonie.l period. There were, nevertheless, 
exciting political contests occuring, where we may be sure 
there existed some sort of an agreement upon candidates pre-
vious to election corresponding to the caueus or Primary of 
later times, and there even seems to have been an agreement 
extending through the different towns similarly +·o the modern 
State conventions. For instance, Dallinger in his book, 
"Nominations for Elective Office", speaks of it, saying, 11 In I 
Massachusetts at the election in May, 1635, Haynes was electeJ 
governor over Ludlow who, as one of the Assistants, felt that j 
! 
he was entit1ed to the position. According to Governor Win-
-2-
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throp, Ludlow protested against the election of governor as 
void, for that the de~uties of the several tovms had agreed 
1 
upon the election before they came". 
These "parlor caucuses" or self-nominations were 
not the only nominating systems,for there was a system of 
official nomination. 'l'he freemen of the several tovms met 
on a certain day and voted for twenty persons to be nominated 
for 11 Assistants" ~.e., rner:bers of the Gouncil or upper house 
of the Legislature. The vote of each town was then sent to 
Boston where the vote of the entire colony was counted in the 
presence of the ywo houses of the Legislature. A list of the 
names of twenty persons receiving the highest number of votes 
was sent to each town, and from this list of officially no-
minated candidates, each freeman voted for twelve at the 
2 
regular election. 
B. Revolutionary Period. 
During the period of the Revolution, we discover 
that patriotic clubs that had sprung up for the purpose of 
agitating for American Independence in many sections nomin-
ated the Vfuig candidates for the various elective offices. 
'l'hese clubs were generally known as "caucuses". 
It will be well to give a description of this pro-
totype of the later caucus, a Primary. The description is 
onoted from Dallinger's work mentioned above. 
1. 
2. 
Dallinger 
Dallinger 
Nominations for Elective Office 
Nominations for 
Dallinger 
page 5 
il 
'I I, 
ii 
i' 
I 
I: ,, 
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says, nit (i.e., the word caucus) seems to mean a number of 
persons, whether more or less, met together to consult upon 
adapting and prosecuting same scheme of policy for carrying 
a favorite point. The word is not a novel invention. More 
than fifty years ago Mr. Samuel Adams' father and twenty other , 
one or two from the north end of the town, where all the ship 
business is carried on,, used to meet, rna~ a caucus, and lay 
their plans for introducing certain persons into places of 
trust and power. When they had settled it, they separated, 
and each used their particular influence within his own circle 
He and his friends would furnish themselves vdth ballots in-
eluding the names of the parties fixed upon VIhich they dis-
tributed on the day of election. By acting in concert to-
gether with a careful and extensive distribution of ballots, 
they generally carried the electors to their own mind. In 
like manner it was that Mr. Samuel Adams first became a Rep-
resentative ~or Boston. 
c. Development of Convention System 
Massachusetts during the Revolutionary period had 
taken the lead in political organization. In the years im-
~ediately following the adoption of the Constitution, she 
appears to have fallen behind the State of Pennsylvania in 
this respect. 'l'he lack of party organization is shown by the 
large number of candidates for each office, many of whom were 
put in nomination by a personal letter from some friend or 
, admirer to the editor of ~me newspaper that was part of the 
-4-
party machine. Dallinger cites an example of this peculiar 
and interesting form of nomination: 
"To the Free Electors of the Three First Districts" 
Fellow Citizens;- With a right idea of the 
delicacy of the measure, but with a sincere reliance on your 
candour, I beg the indulgence of men~ioning the Honorable 
David Cobb, Exquire, as a candidate for your Representative 
in Congress for the three districts at large etc. 
(Signed) 
3 An Elector 
These letters were signed with various names, 
among which were the following: "A Farmer", "Whole Truth", 
11 Fidelitas 11 , 11 condidus 11 , 11Midd.lesex11 , 11 Union", 11 Freeman11 , 
etc. In content these letters sometimes went as far as to 
place in nomination a whole ticket of Congressmen and Presi-
dential Electors. 
In regard to the caucus convention nomination, it 
is interesting to notice that in October 1794, at a caucus 
of Republican voters of the Boston district, a Doctor Jarvis 
was nominated as the rtepublican candidate for Gongress agains 
li'isher Ames. Concerning which nomination, a Republican au-
thority asserted that there were seven hundred voters present 
at the caucus while the Federalist papers said there were 
3. Dallinger Nominations for Elective Office page 23 
Note: Dallinger's work will be quoted often throughout 
this chapter becausA it is the only authoritative 
work on the subject of early systems of nomination 
-5-
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not more than one hundred present and that the nomination was 
in reality made by the Boston Jacobin Ciub. 4 Here can be seen 
the real beginnings of inte:r-party .. cotlflict. 
In 1802, as far as can be ascertained, both the 
Federalist and Republican parties held congressional and :· 
county conventions in the different sections of the State, 
and from that time on the delegate convention appears to 
have been the prevailing method of nomination for all dis-
trict offices. In the beginning, these conventions were cus-
tomarily called by a vote of a caucus in sane one city or 
tovm. The course of procedure being that an invitation was 
extended to the party voters of the ovher cities and torms 
in the district to send delegates to a convention to be held 
at some designated time and place. Gradually, there came the 
growth of party organization and subsequently, the call came 
to be issued to the district or town committee. It is very 
interesting to note that these committees, in some cases, 
have performed the function of nominating the party candi-
dates. A good example of this method of nominating is found 
in the nomination of Benjamin Gorham, in 1820, as the Re-
publican candidate for Congress from the Boston district by 
the Republican city committte, as at present composed of the 
members of the different ward conw1ittees. It must be said, 
however, in .:ustification, that the nominAtion was later rati-
fied b:r a 11 general ca-ucus" of the party voters of the dis- II 
I 
trict. 5 
'.i 4. Dallinger Nominations for .l:!.lective Office page 24 
===~---5..= Da-111-nge:tL.----===~~i()a&-,~GF · ~-l~ot-1¥e~ff'4e&=~- pag.e-~-24-==---~-' 
I 
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In these early conventions, it was common in Massa-
chusetts as elsewhere to pass a vote that the proceedings of 
the convention be published in the leading party newspaper, 
signed by the Chairman and Secretary of the convention. The 
first recorded case in which the call for a convention pre-
scribed the exact mJmber of delegates to which each tovm was 
entitled in the convention was in 1808.6 There also seems to 
have been s; me political maninulation in regard to "Snap Con-
vent ions 11 for in 1828 a complaint vras ·made that the Middle-
sex County Convention was not properly advertised. 7 
State Nominations by Legislative Caucus 
In regard to officers elected b'r the people of the 
State at large, viz; the governor and lieutenant-governor, 
the method of nom:ination underwent a curious development. 
Durine the years immediately following the adoption of the 
Constitution, candidates for governor were nominated at a 
meeting of party voters from the different parts of the State 
held in Boston. It was a sort of a State caucus or Primary. 
Owing to the difficulty and expenses of travelling in those 
days, the number of persons from distant parts of the State 
was necessarily small, and therefore the gathering was in 
reality a State convention composed of i~he political leaders 
in the different sections. 
Why the above system of nominating candidates was 
6. Dallinger 
7. Dallinger 
Nominations for Elective Office 
Nominations for Elective Office 
page 25 
page 25 
-7-
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adopted can easil:v be seen,for the people were familiar with 
the convention in the forming of their State constitution, as 
well as in the ratification of the new Federal Constitution. 
The first period of the State convention was not of long 
duration. It was not long before the party members of the 
Legislature usurped the power of nominating the State ticket, 
and by 1800 the Legislative Caucus system was the method of 
nomination. 'l'his method of nomination was adopted because 
it was the easiest. 
The nomination made by these Legislative Qaucuses 
was usually ratified by district conventions and public 
meetings throughout the State, the ratification being in the 
form of an original nomination. There then came a reaction 
to the Legislative Caucus and it began to decline as a popu-
lar system of nomination from 1811-1835 Yrith the subsequent 
coming in of the State convention. 
E. The Procedure of the Later Caucus. 
It might be well at this point to give a descrip-
tion of the caucus with regard to the town nominating system. 
A cavcn.s is a town meeting of papty voters. In Boston, no 
one is permitted to vote in a Republican caucus unless he is 
an "enrolled Repnblican 11 , that is, unless his name has been 
entered upon the ward committee's list of Republican voters 
8 for the ward in which he resides. The meeting is called to 
Nomination for Elective Office paee 51 
-8-
i 
1
1 order b:r the person designated in the call, usually by the 
i Chairman of the ward or town camnittee who reads a copy of the 
r 
,, 
! 
I 
I 
I 
! 
1/ 
/! 
r I! 
lj 
\t 
II 
I~ 
,: 
ii 
!I 
il 
I, 
,f 
li d 
:I 
I 
,I 
:1 
:I 
I: 
\: 
printed call. It is then the custom of the caucus to then 
elect a Ch.S.irman and a Secretary, usually by viva voce, nomina--
tion being made from the floor. Candidates are then put in 
nomination by their friends, and their merits are discussed in 
an open rre eting. It will bear notice that this very valuable 
feature of the old New England caucus was rare indeed in other 
States. After the names and qualifications of the various 
candidates have been presented and after a committee is ap-
pointed to receive, ro rt, and count the ballots, the voting 
begins. It was required by law that the voting shall be by 
ballot is asked for by ten voters, in which case the official 
voting list, certified by the registrars of voters has to be 
used. Wo one was allowed to vote unless his name was on the 
list. The voters, after their names are checked on the list, 
pass between the ballot committee and deposit their ballots. 
The persons receiving the highest number of votes in the first 
ballot were by an almost invariable custom declared to be elec-
ted or nominated, as the case may be. If there were not any 
opposition, it was the usual customf to do the nomination by 
acclamation unless the party laws required a ballot; if so, 
the Secretary by a vote is directed to cast one ballot for 
the candidate nomj_nated. 
F. State Conventions. 
In the case of State Conventions, the 
-9-
issued by the State Central Committee. A printer's copy was 
sent to the Ghairman of each city or town committee, and of 
each county committee in the State. This call stated the 
time and place of meeting of the convention, and also the 
number of delegates to which each city, town, or county is 
entitled. Each to~m and ward of a city was entitled to one 
delegate and to one additional delegate for every fifty votes 
or fraction thereof, cast for the Republican Convention of 
1893. 
The nominating procedure of the State convention 
was in the follmving manner. A motion was made and carried 
for the appointment b.1 the Chairman of a commit tee to take 
charge of the balloting and to count the ballots after they 
had been cast. Thereupon the President gravely announced 
that "the chair will appoint the following committee", and 
proceeded to read off a list of names agreed upon by the 
State committee weeks before. He then declared that "nomina-
tions for the office of governor are now in order 11 ; where-
upon, nominating speeches in behalf of the leading candidates 
were usually made by men high up in the council of the party. 
Dallinger says that at the Republican Convention in Massa-
chusetts in 1893, there was witnessed the remarkable spec-
tacle of a candidate being placed in nomination by his two 
9 
rivals for the nomination. 
g. Dallinger Nominations for Elective Office page 65 
a = i!CSZ P& A -r•a :a 9 
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Where there is more than one candidate for nomina-
tion, ·a ballot is taken. When a candidate has received the 
majority of votes it is customary for friends of defeated 
candidates to nove for unanimous nomination. 'l'he party hold-
ing the State government naturally renominate the incumbents 
of the various offices. When the governor and lieutenant-
governor have been nominated, a committee wait.s upon them to 
inform them of their nom;nation and to escors the nominee to 
the hall. Committee appears on the platform with the Gov- Ji 
II 
ernor and Lieutenant-governor respectively, who are then in- 11 
traduced with the optimistic title of the next Governor and ·! 
! 
Lieutenant-governor respectively, and the nominees in turn 
respond with a short speech which in content pledges them to 
the party platform and extends thanks to the convention. 
The nominees for the MB.ssachusetts Executive coun-
cil were nominated in a somewhat different convention. The 
State is divided into seven districts, each of v.rhich returns 
one councillor annually. The nominations for the Executive 
council were made by councillor conventions, composed of 
delegates from various cities and towns of the councillor 
district. 
NominR.tions for the State Legislature were made in 
the case of the State Senate by Senatorial conventions and 
in the case of Represent~tives by a later caucus. 'l'he 
Senatorial convention was composed of delegates choosen at 
-11-
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I 
1
111'.' caucuses of the party voters in the cities and towns situated 
II ~~ in the particular district. Such conventions were called by 
1
1 the Senatorial district comm.ittee. Previous to the passage 
'1J I. of the Caucus Act of 1894, it was the custom for delegates 
Jl to the various conventions, together with the members of the 
lj 
ji ward or town committee, to be chosen at one and the same cau-
jl cus, while candidates for the House of Representatives were 
'I 1. nomj_nated at a subsequent caucus called for that particular 
'I J, purpose. In 1894, for the first time in the case of the Re-
I 
!J publican party everything was done at a single caucus. 
I! . ·.the various nominating schemes have been surveyed 
\I from the colonial times to the latter part of the nineteenth 
·! century. It can be easily seen that on the whole the nomina-
r ting -rras in·the hands of a few people. There came, however, 
1 the reaction against these methods. 'rhe people began to de-
l/ rn.Bnd r10re of a chance to have a say in regard to the nomina-
,. 
,. 
!i 
tions. ·ihe voters were beginning to realize that nomination 
j_n some cases was paramount to e~ection. Heretofore, the citi-
:i 
j1 zens were merely able to choose between the hand-picked candi-
1! 
!! dates of the politically select. 
i! ,, 
~~ With the reaction came the desire for reforms. ~he 
I; 
Jj main essence of these reforms was that the people shonld, as 
i\"" i ~ Lar as pract cable, nominate their candidates themselves, and 
II li not delegate that duty to conventions. 
1
!,_ These various reforrn meAsures will be dealt with ~ore 
-12-
completely in a succeeding chapter, as these reaction reforms 
were the precursors of the need of the Direct Primary system 
e. snch as is used today. 
lt is sufficient to say as a resume of this chapter 
that the country had crown too large and the people had be-
come too politically S.'Nakened for 11 snall-tovm" methods to con-
tinue. 
-13-
Chnpter II 
THE REFORMS THAT LED TO THE DIRECT PRIMARY 
A. ReforrLing of the Caucus System. 
being demandod in opder to do a1.·m ':iith soP'le of the abuses 
lt was felt b·' the majority il and evils of the caucus system. 
!1 of voters that the State should throw about the nominations 
!I 
ii 
,I 
lj ,, 
II 
I 
!I 
!I 
1: 
'.i ,, 
ij 
,j 
,, 
IJ 
ii 
i ~ 
" 
all the safegunrds it throws about the election. The nomin-
at ion •vo.s no'.Y nearinr: its true level of i111portance. 
The first real effort made alon~ the line of cor-
rection of the defects of the caucus system was the act of 
1 
1888, which vras pas sed vri th the AustrBlien ballot act. 'l'he 
insistence of the oolitical pa~ties upon their rights to man-
age th8ir ovm affairs resulted j_n the limitation of the act 
to n few simple provisions. It •.ms, in fact, throughout the 
entire State until the passage of the act.of 1894, after 
vrhich enactment the 1888 act applied only to Pinor parties 
casting less than 3?0 of the votes last cast for governor. 
B. Legislative Acts of ReforiT. 
The adoption of the Australian bHlJot system, in 
which the government had to nrint all the ballots, gave to 
the political parties theri first legal recognition. There 
nru.st be a method of determining whst names were to appear 
1tpon the bnlJot, and under what party designation; in short, 
1. Session Laws of Masr;aclmsetts 1888 page 516 
'I 
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a legal definition of a party. Merriam and Overacker make 
the following interes~ing observation on the above legisla-
tion. 11 The conspicuo"Li.s feature of this Primary legislation 
we s the gradual approach to·ward the system employed in the 
general election11 • 2 
The next step in the reform movement was the Act 
of 1894, Hmended in 1895 and again in 1R96. The act provided 
the.t no one was to be debarred from the Primary because he 
supported an independent carldidate, and also that all party 
Primaries were to be held on one of two consecutive days 
fixed by ~he party committee; but forbade the holding of the 
Primaries of the two parties on the same day. It made pro-
vision for the election of various ::>arty committees in the 
party Pr1mar:r. 
C. The Experiment that led to Reform and Demands for Change 
j 
The question may be asked as to what was the par-
ticular motivating force that caused these reforms. 'l'he 
answer ·is that it was a successful exDerimentation that led 
to reform in Massachusetts. In 1889, a Republican ward of 
Boston tried the scheme of e. secret Australian ballot con-
te.ining the names of t'hose candidates who had to be presented 
thr·ough properly filed nomination papers ·which had been signed 
by at least ten voters of the party. It was signally success-
ful, and early in 1890 the Republican city committee extended 
it to the entire cj_ty. 'l'he results were again gratifying to 
------------------------------
:1 2. Merriam and Overacker 
-t - Primary Elections page 23 
-15-
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the extent that an effort was made on the part of the Demo-
3 
era tic party to adopt the same rules. 'l'he failure of the 
I I 
·attempt led to the combinPd agitation of both parties for 
caucus reform through legislative enactment. Through the II 
I 
I 
'I 
II 
II 
'I 
I 
I 
II 
work of both parties, there came into being the act of 1894. 
The Act of 1894 was divided into two· separate acts, one em-
bracing the entire State, and the other specially formed for 
Boston. 
The following provisions did not apply to Boston: 
notices of the call must be issued seven days before the cau-
cus must state the place, day, and hour of holding, vvhich 
shall not be later than eight o'clock in the evening, notice 
must be posted in five places on lines of public travel, in 
every postoffice if practicable, and published in one or more 
local pg_pers if any s1..1ch are published, notice must specify 
how the caucus shall organize,that a ballot for the choice 
of d~legates, candidates, etc. shall be taken and the polls 
kept open for at least thirt minutes. As a precaution 
against fra·tJdulent counting, the secretary of the caucus is 
obliged upon written request of the qualified voters, to keep 
the voting list and ballots and to produce them if called for 
by any court of justice. 
1l As the provisions in regard to Boston have no bear-
!! ing upon the subject in hand, they shall be dispensed with. 
'l'he amendment of 1896 was also related to city and tovm elec-l 
r 
,I 
II 
I' 
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tions and will be left out of consideration. 
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The law was silent upon the matter of enrollment 
and of party legislation. Grave abuses soon developed, and 
in 1897 an amendment vras passed proViding that if a challenged 
person made oath as to his identity, that he had not taken 
part in the caucuses of any party for a year, and that he in-
tended to support the nominees of the caucus, he was permitted 
to vote. 'l'his method prevented th"' unjust exclusion of some, 
but permitted the unfair intrusion of others, for to some men 
an oath offers no barriers. 
Meyer, speaking of the laws of 1894, 1895, 1896, and 
1897, makes the following pithy statement: "The immediate re-
sult of the law was good, although it applied the direct vote 
principle only to the Choice of direct ward officers and dele-
gates to the convention and showed that there would be wide-
spread application of the direct nomination. 4 
While Meyer's observation is no doubt authoritative, 
the real source of public opinion would come from the news-
~~ papers of the day. !!:xcerpts from the Boston dailies ~ill be 
11 considered just in order to get the trend of feeling J.n the 
~ largest city and capital of the State. 
II The Boston Record fl&YS: "The experiment made under 
I 
1/ 
the direct voting ordered by the Republican legislative has 
been so eu ccessful that it will be carried a good deal farther 
within the next two or tbree years. 'l'he fact that -r;he Demo-
crats have endorsed it in their platform will not do it any 
li 
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harm." The last statement is an interesting observation in 
view of the part political newspapers play in maligning the 
opposing parties today. 
The Boston Post, not to be outdone, states that: 
"The Caucus has steadily increased in importance •••• until 
today it stands the equal of the election itself. Why then 
should not the caucus be made an election--an election of 
candidates--and conducted on the same simple plan and with 
the same sufficient safeguards as the final choice. 11 
'l'his opinion bears out tho result of the study of 
the nominating systems as far as this work has progressed. 
'±'hus, both the work and the opinion substantiate each other 
in turn. 
The Boston Herald remarks that: "We are pleased 
to note that an earnest effort is to be ms.de to amend the 
caucus laws of this State so as to bring about direct nomin-
ation by the people. It is the coming reform in party man-
agement, the only sure way yet discovered for depriving the 
fboss' and his machine of preponderating influence in 1nomin-
ations'"· 
There was excellent foresight on the part of the 
v~iter of this opinion even though the observation is some-
what optimistic in regard to l .. he advantages of the Direct 
:Primary. 
I 
:! Another leading Boston daily, the Ql££e, adds its 
i il advocation to the direct nomi.nation by the following words: 
il 
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11 It cannot be again said that legislation of this description 
greatly interests the people. They are sick of intimidation, 
4lt repeating bribery of delegates, false counts, and a hundred 
electioneering evils, and ·will welcome all efforts to secure 
honest elections. 'l'he absence of voters from the Primaries 
today is ene of the greatest evils of the time." 
There is no need for comment on this excerpt; it 
speaks for itself. 
'l'he Boston 'l'raveler says: "In this State, so far 
as we have gone, direct nominations have given good results, 
and it is beginning to be understood that conventions are un-
natural and useless barriers between the public will and pub-
lie servants. The people can certainly be trusted to make 
their own nominations to the last extent. To make politics 
pure, every possible filtration of the public will must be 
avoided. 11 'l'he newspaper adds another push to the already 
rolling ball of a need for direct nomination of all State 
officers. 
The Boston Advertiser adds: "No plan of caucus re-
form that has been brought forward within recent years has 
come so auickly into public favor and has been so generally 
accepted and so little criticised by the press throughout 
the State" (as. some plan for direct voting). 
The Boston Journal continues: 11 The adoption of this 
system (direct nomin::tion) would do away with some of the 
-19-
of the worst of the prevailing political abuses. It would rum-. 
part to the Primary much of the same interest now taken in 
elections, and it is probable that a large proportion of the 
registered voters would participate in them. It would do 
away with private tricks and bargains, and would offer in-
ducements for the best men to present themselves as candi-
dates. If there are any disadvantages sufficient to offset 
these manifest gains, they are yet to be addressed". This 
statement advocates the direct nomination in S1.1ch a way as to 
make the adoption paramount to the continuance of good gov-
ernment and this adds an important step in the education of 
the people towards the Direct Primary. 
The Boston Transcript remarks: 11 After _the demon-
stration we have recently h~d o: tho ~~sdom and pra6ticalness 
of the (direct nomination) law of 1901 in Suffolk Couni:ly, t:ne 
Legislature cannot lot:;ically refuse to T'::mt an extension of 
the reform to other and all parts of the CO'''J:lOn':;ealth. ·rhe 
bill which Mr. Luce of Somerville has introduced in the House 
is in effect, but the extension of a principle rihich has 
proved its correctness in theory and its utility in practice 
in a limited area. 'the Legislature has committed itself in 
favor of the principle, and it cannot_consistently refuse to 
continue to favor it. No legislator who has any respect for 
the wishes of his constituents, or who has any fear of what 
they may do to him if he docs not resoect their wishes, ~ill 
-20-
t"l:l.inlc :t t p:?udent to oppose the direct nomination bill". 
The Boston dailies have been quoted, and now with 
regard to the feeling of the rest of the State, some of the 
more important dailies outside of Boston will be scanned. 
The Lawrence Eagle: "There is at present a wide-
spread movement throughout the State in favor of the district 
system of nominations. 11 
The Srpine;field Republican: "It marks the spread 
of a genera1itendency back f'rom Pepresentative f'~overnment to 
a pupe democpacy vvhere all the people participate not only 
in election but in·nominations 11 • 
The Lowell Sun: "It_ is designed to make the no-
minations more the choice of the people than the selections 
of the politicians". 
These excerpts show that the entire State was in 
accordance with the Boston dailies_. 'lihe weeklies also had 
something to say concerning direct nominCJ.tion. 
Som.erville.Citizen: "The· substitution of the PI'i-
11 mary election would be a big improvement." 
I I Boston Courier: "'fhe nominating caucus is often 
J more important than the voting on election day, and it should 
be guarded against fraud with at least equal care." 
Boston Beacon: "It is incredible that a State like 
Massachusetts shonld lay behind in the reform, and it is sin-
cerely to be hoped that the General Qourt will take positive 
action on the subject. 11 5 
--~~----~~~---~~~~~~------
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There·cannot be any doubt that the people, if~the 
newspapers can be taken as a voice of their opin~ons, w~nted 
the direct nomination system. The sincere de.sire ·voiced for 
an immediate enactment of a state-wide Direct Primary was 
doomed for a temporary disappointment, for it was not until 
1911 that Massach1tsett~ finally adopted the direct nomination 
system. 
I . . 
The old party leaders '.rvere diehards, but Josiah 
Quincy, Mayor of Boston, had ~oiced their doom as far back 
as 1890. Speaking before the National Conference on the 
Practical Reform of Primary Electlons, he, said, "The regula-
tion of the caucus, the introductio~ of a formal system of 
balloting in it, does tend to increase the public interest 
in voting at a Primary election and does bring out a much 
larger vote •••••••••• it is a demonstrated fact in the eity 
of Boston •••• ·.When the citizen .is given oome inducement to 
come out and vote at the party caucus ••• he shows the same 
interest in coming out and voting that he does upon election 
day. 11 6 The greatest indictment of the caucus convention 
system was given in the petition £Or the passage of House 
bill 264 in 1902. The prevalent method of nominating candi-
dates for public office 1n Massachusetts was defective in 
these regards: "They discourage attendance at the Primaries 
by permitting them to be held at inconvenient times and 
1: 
11 places, often under conditions repulsive to many citizens. 
II 
d 
:I 
6. National Conference on Practical Reform of Primary 
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They discourage that fair and free rivalry which 
brings the people the widest range of Choice, minimizing pub-
lic interest by warranting the belief that the program has 
been pre-arranged and that the attitude of the individual 
voters will be in-effective and his attendance useless. 
They permit candidates of one par-t:y to share in 
naming the candidates of another. 
'l'hey facilitate the proceedings known as "caucus 
packing 11 and "repeating". 
They have reached the point, as sho\vn by recent 
happenings, of breeding scandal, corruption, conspiracy, and 
crime. 
They give opportunity for exercising in conventions 
bribery, trading, intimidation, and fraud. 
They make it rare for candidates to succeed, par-
ticularly in contested convention without truckling or putting 
themselves under obligations to cliques, rings, corporations 
or individuals, who seek to influence political action for 
personal advantage. 
They foster intrigue, bossism, manipulation, and all 
1
1 
the worst forms of political activity. 
II 
I 
1: 
II 
'I II il 
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II 
They frequently result in the nomination of candi-
dates not the Choice of a plurality of the pary members of a 
district. 
They hinder the expression of the people's will, 
and are of value only to those who seek to nullify that will. 117 
7. Primary Elections and Direct Nominations 23caucus Reform League page 
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This indictment was strenuously backed up by Hofer, 
writing on the American Primary system. Hofer points out 
that 11 the corrupted Primary is the political crime of the 
country•i, 8 and also the "purification of the Primary unit of 
our politics is absolutely necessary if we would not see our 
country go do\vn in the worst quagmire of corruption that ever 
swallowed a republic. We are living in an era of darkest 
bossism, when the sun of free self-government by the people 
9 has nearly set 11 • 
D. The End of the Old Caucus System in Sight. 
With such expressions of opinion against the time-
dishonored caucus system, tbe change to a system more suitable 
to a democratic people, that is, a system by which the people 
might pick their own candida~e, was inevitable. The Direct 
Primary,extended state-wide,seemed to be the solution but 
.) 
progress was slow, too slo\'1 for the adherents of the dir~ct 
nominr,t1nr F1 ?thoc1. Finally, the people were given their just 
right to select their ovm candidates by a complete law, put-
ting in the Direct Pr:i.m9.ry system in 1911. 
We shall speak of the Direct Primary and its work-
ings in the next chapter. Suffice to say of the material in 
this chapter that the non-regulated caucus governed by a few · 
men had failed of popular support and the combination of 
public on inion and press was too powerful to be withheld from 
8. The School of Politics 'l'he American Primary page 7 Hof 
c The School of Politics The American Primary page 16 Hof . . 
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refo:r'm and a change to a system more in accordance vrith the 
ideals of the Massachusetts voters. 
• 
- -~-- ----------:--------~..,._------------~~-
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Chapter III 
THE DIRECT PRIMARY AND ITS OPERATION I 
I 
The Direct Primary in Massachusetts was installed! 
by a complete law in 1911. There has also been subsequent ~ 
legislation to correcL evils and abuses that have arisen. 
The auestion whether the Direct Primary is a better system 
than the old convention system will not be discussed in 
this chapter, but will be taken care of in another one. 
The operation of the Direct Primary will be dealt with ex-
elusively herein; the legislation on the system give; and 
samples of Primary~ ballots-· showu. ~~ 
Hofer says, "In the perfected Primary every mem- II 
ber of every part:r sh01.1ld have a d:irect vote in the choice 
of every candidate whose name appears on the ticket of his 
party. 111 With thls crnotation, the legislation of Massa-
chusetts seems to be in accord. The svbject of this work 
being limited to Massachusetts, the most desirable thing 
to do is to Guote the laws on Primary election~, ··verbatim 
rather than h:r excerpts in order that nothing will be i 
missed, ~nd the operating of the Primary better 
2 
Nominations of Gandidates. 
,I 
understood.!! 
A, 
1. 
2. 
Hofer 
What parties may make nominations? 
At any Primary, caucus or convention held 
The School of Politics The American Primary 
Preface 
These laws are onoted from the General Laws of Mass. 
1Q82= Caa~tov 53, 1-4 
--- -·-----------
~ 
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under this chapter, each part': h~lving the right to partici-
·: 
pate in or hold the same, may nominate as many candidates i 
i 
li 
for each office for which it h:' s the right to make nomin-
ations therein .as there are persons to be elected to that 
I 
I 
office,, and no nwre. A party which has not polled at the 
precedinG State or n~u.nicipB.l election the vote reguired to 
make j_t a politicc:~.l or nunic:tpal part: . .r as defined in Sec- I 
tion 1 of Chapter 50 3 ., I 
'.'rhich R t; these prece<.llne; biennial elections l 
has polled in the C ommonvreal th or in any 
dlstrict, count'r, city, tovm, or ward res-
1
/1, 
pectively, a nl1mber of votes for governor 
er·ual to the miDber of votes required to 
nominate, by nominR. tion papers, a candidate ,
1 
for an office which is to be filled by elec- 1 
tion therein may hold a caucus of convention ' 
and l'l'1ake a nomination for the office so to I 
be filled. A part~r which makes one or roore 1 
nominations shall be entitled to have the name I! 
of each of t~s candidktes printed on the bal-
lot to be used at the ensuing election; but 
unless the nomination is made by direct plu-
rality vote in a Primary or in several cau- I 
cuses held in uore than one ward or in more \ 
than one precinct or grmJp of precincts, a 'II 
certificate of nomination Prust be filed as 
provided in Section 5. 
B. How Nominn.tions are Eade. 
I 
Section 2 
·- . 
~xcept in the case of municipal nominai.Jions 
··het'e city or co'·;n cl1a1' c.ers otherwise pro-
vided, cRndidntes of politjcal parties for 
all election offices except presidential 
elector shall be nor·linated, and members of 
politicnl committees ~md delegates to conven-
tions shall be elected in Primaries 01• by 
holding of the caUCl]Ses, and r.he nomination 
of any part~r other thrm a ,,oJ.j_ t ~cal party in 
Poli t"T'i_c_a"':;"l_p_t;-rty shnl1 n:~·),l;,r 1-:o 8 p~'rty r,hich nt the 
1
:,. 
preced:i.ng biennin1 StHte election polJ.ecl for the c;ov- 'i 
ernor R t le~~ st three per cent of the entlre vote casted .1, 
in the corJYY~omreal th for that office 
I 
i 
Section 3 
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any district containing more than one ward or 
town chosen by cauct1.ses held under Section 117 4 
in ·w3.rds and tovms of the district for 1rrhich the 
nomination is to be nade, All nom]nations and 
elections in Primaries and caucLJ.ses shall be by 
direct plurality vote. No candidate shall be 
norrin0.ted or political committee or convention 
delegates elected in any other manner than is 
herein provided. 
That a candidate whose name is not printed on the 
Primary ballot must accept nominB.tion to have 
name printed on election ballot by filine; s. v,rri t-
ten accentance of the nomination in the office 
of the State Secretary before the last hour for i 
filing certificates of norr1ination for such office. 
Section 4 
No convention to nominate candidate shall be called 
for or held on n date eRrt?er than four days after 
the holding of the caucvs for tho choice of dele-
gates thereto, and rl1 such conventions shall be 
called for nnd held on a date not l'1.te1' than forty-
eight hours prior to the hour for filing ce3..~tifi­
cates of nomin:ttions provided in Section 10.6 
The above laws h.; ve rnninly ao,plied to ;1oli tical par-
ties and their relations to norn:tn•1tions. The lav1s foD O'.dng 
relate to State Primaries. The provisions a~plying to State 
Primaries are as follo~s: 
c. Nominations and Elections at State Primaries. 
I 
I 
Section 41 I 
Primaries shall be held for the nominations for 
candidates of politicqJ p11.rties for all iffices , 
to be filled at a State election except presi- 1 
dential elector, and for the election of d!strict 
4. Tvvent;T-fi ve voters :rlust participate and vote therein if the 
1
1
1
1
. 
proceedings are to be valid. 
fi,Goneral Laws Chapter 50 Section 1 The term "cavcus" 
means Bny public meeting of the voters of a precinct, ward, 
or tovm. held under the lavJs relating to caucuses. 
6 .These laws and following lows sre com,0iled from the lavJs of 
1009, pp.l03,207,329; Laws 1910, pp.30,468; Laws 1911, pp. 
570; Laws 1912, pn.173,180,184,336,374,411,694; Laws 1913, 
pp.950,628; Ln~s 1914,pp.~03,959; La~s 1919, pp.200; Laws 
1920,pp.497,592; Laws 192l,pp.246,460; Laws 1922,1926,pp.ll6 
L8~S l927,pp.l6,17,81,350. 
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members of state comini ttees and delegates to 
State conventions of political parties. 
Sections 42 to 54 inclusive shall apply to such Primaries 
D. Secretar;\' of State must be Notified of Holding of 
Primaries. 
I Section 42 
In cities or tm,m.s where the aldermen or select- I 
men determine the questions of holding Primaries 
by vlfards, precincts, or groups of precincts, 
they shall give notice of their determination 
to the State Secl'etR.ry on ox• before August first; 
excent ~hat in case of Primaries before soecial 
elections, they shall give such notice at"least 
fourteen days before the Primaries. 
E. When the Pol1s Shall Be Ope_E. 
Section 43 
The polls at ever:r State Primary shall be open 
dnrinc; 31 ell hours, not less than nine in cities 
and two in towns as may be designated by the 
aldermen in the cities, and in tovms by by-law 
or in default of s1:1ch by-J.aw or• vote by the 
selectmen. 
F. 'Nomination Papers and Number of Signatures. 
Section 44 
The nomination of CI'JDdidates for nomination or 
election at State Primary shall be by nomina-
tion papers. In case of offices to be filled 
by all the voters of the commonwealth, such 
papers sbflll be signed in the aggregate by at 
least one thousand voters, not more than two 
hundred and fifty to be from any one county. 
Such papers for all other offices to be filled 
at a State election, 2nd for members of com-
mittees and delegates to the State convention, 
shall be signed by a n11mber of voters e~ual in 
the aggregate to five voters for each ward or 
town or vO'Nn in the district or oo unty, but in 
no case shall more than two hundred and fifty 
be re nuired. 
G. Nomination Papers: Gontents, Qualification of Signers, 
Acceptance, Number of Candidates. 
~---
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Every norn::i.nation paper shal1 state in addition 
to the name of the candidate (1) his residence 
with street and number thereof, if any; (2) the 
offlce for which he is nominated; (3) and po-
litical pArty whose nomination he seeks and, ex-
cept for candidate for vrard and town comrni ttees 
and delegates to conventions, the paper may 
state in not more th'ln eitrht words the nublic 
offices which he holds or""'has held, and~ :l. f he 
is an elected incumbent of Pn office for whlch 
he seeks nomination, that he is a candHiate fer 
~uch renomination. 1ignatures shall be sub-jected to Section 7 and every voter may sign 
as many nomination papers for each office as 
there are persons to be nominated for or elected 
thereto, s.nd no more. No nomir.."' +;ion papers shall 
contain the name of l'YlOre than one candidate ex-
cept in the case of delegates to the State con-
vention and members of ward and tovm corr1rni ttees. 
H. Certification and Limitation of Candidates. 
Section 46 
Ever~r nomination paper shall be submitted on or 
before five o'clock in the afternoon of the 
Friday preceding the day on which it must be 
filed to the registrars /"" f the c i t7r or tmvn 
in which the signers appear to be voters who 
sball check each name to be certified by them 
on the nomination paper and shall forthwith 
certify thereon the rotmber of signatures so 
checked which are names of voters both in the 
city or town and in th0 district for which the 
nomination is made, and who are not enrolled in 
any other party than that whose nomination the 
candidate seeks, and only names so checked shall 
be deemed to be names of oualified voters for 
the purpose of nomination. 
The provisions of Section 7 8 relative to the 
7. Section '7 reads as rollows: Every voter signing a nomin-
ation paper shall sign in person with his name as regis-
tered, and shall state his residence on Ap~il 1 preced-
ing and the place where he is then living, with the stre t 
and number if any; but any voter who is prevented by phy 
sical disability from writing or who had the right +.o 
vote on May 1,1857, may authorize same person to write 
his name and residence in his presence. 
8. The registrars need not certify a greater number of narne 
than are recuired to make a nomination increased b,, one j 
fifth thereof. Nomes not certified in the first instance 
11 shall not there·ifter be certified on the same nominatiolli 
·=-~=--===--=~=--~f!"""·--=-=-==-- _ n_B:_per s • _ -~=----~~----=-~~-=-~-~-----~---- ~=----
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number of names to be certified and 
to names not certified in the first 
apply to s11ch papers. 
received, and / 
instant shall 1 
For the purpose of certifying the names on Prim-
ary nominSttion papers, the registrars shall hold 
deetings on the fourth Friday next preceding the 
date on which such papers are required to be 
filed with the State Secretary, e~cept that for 
Primaries before special elections, the meetings 
shall be held on the two Fridays next preceding 
such date. 
I 
I 
No person shall be a candidate for nomination for 
1 
more than one office; but this shall not apply to 
candidates for membership in political committees 
or delegations to the State convGntion. 
Prep~ation, etc. and Last Day for Filing. 
Section 4? 
Nomination paper··s for use in the nomination of 
candidates to be voted for at State Primaries 
shall be prepared and on request fUrnished by 
the State Secretary. 
Section 48 
All nomination papers of candidates to be voted 
for at State Primaries shall be filed vvi th the 
State Secretary on or before the fifth ·iuesday 
preceding the day of the Primaries, except in 
the case of Primaries before special elections 
when nomination papers shall be filed on or be-
fore the second Tuesday preceding the day of the 
Primaries. 
J. Nomination in Case of Death, Withdrawal, or Ineligibil-
ity. I 
Section 49 
If a person nominated to be ~oted for at a State 
Primary dies before the day of the Primary, or 
withdraws his name from nomination, or if round 
to be ineligible, and the re is no other candi-
date for the party nomination for office, the 
vacancy may be filled by the State committee if 
the candidate is one to be voted for by all the 
• 
K. 
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voters of the comrnom,.realth; and in the case of 
candidates for momination or election in a dis-
trict by the members of the ward and town commit-
tee in the wards ,and towns comprisine the district. 
Vacancies Caused by Withdrawal and Time for Filing 
Objections. 
Section 50 
In cases of withdrawal, nominations to fill vacan-
cies shall be filed with Secretary of State within 
seventy-two week days succeeding five o'clock in 
the afternoon of the last day for filing with-
drawals. 
They shall be open to objections in the same man-
ner, so far as practica.ble, as other nominations. 
No vacancv caused by withdrawal shall be filled 
before the withdrawal has been filed. 
I 
' 
L. The Counting of Ballots. 
Section 51 
rrhe provisions of Section 105 authorizing the 
opening of the ballot box at elections in tovms, 
~he taking therefrom of vhe ballots and counting 
thereof, prior to the closing of the polls, shall 1/ 
apply to State Primaries in towns. No ballots castli 
at a State Primary in d. ties shall be count0d until! 
the close of the polls. !, 
M. The Canvass and Returns of Votes. 
Section 52 
Upon the receipt of the records of votes cast at 
State Primaries, ~he ci ·cy or toYm. clerk shall 
forthwith canvass the same and within four days 
after said ~rimary make return of the votes for 
cand:tdates for nomination for State offices, and 
for election as members of the State committee, to 
the ~tate Secretary who shall forthwith canvass 
such returns, determine the results thereof, noti-
fy the successful candidates, and certify to the 
State canrnittee ~he names of persons nominated for 
State offices and elected as members of State i 
comr.1i ttees. Said clerks shall determine the re-
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sul~s of the vo~e for delegates to s~a~e conven-
tions and members of ward and tovm committees, 
issue proper certificates, and noti.fy 1:;he chair-
man of the city and town committeescof the re-
spective parties. 
N. Vacancies 8aused by Ties, or in Delegations or Commit-
tees and How These Vacancies Are Filled. 
Section 53 
In case of a tie vote where the number of persons 
receiving eoual votes exceed the number of nomin-
ations available there shall be deemed a vacancy. 
If the tie is between candidates f6r an office to 
be filled by all the voters of the commonwealth, 
the vacancy shall be filled b:/ the State committee~ 
If the tie is between candidates for nominations 
for anw other office, the vacancy shall be filled 
by the members of the ward and town conmittees in 
the district for which the nomination is to be 
made. If there is a tie vote for delegates to a 
convention, or a place unfilled in a delegation, 
or a vacancy occasioned by the inability or neglec 
of a delegate elected to attend a convention, such 
vacancy srn.ll be filled only by vote of the re-
main~ng members of the delegation at a meeting 
therefor. Such a meeting shall choose a chairman 
and secretary, and the secretary shall notify the 
secretary of the convention of the action taken 
relative to the vacancy, except that if only one 
delegate or two delegates were to be elected, the 
the delegate or remaining delegates, as the case 
may be, shall fill the vacancy and notify the sec-
retary of the convention of that action. 
If there is a tie for members of a ward or town 
committee, the members elected shall fill the 
vacancy. 
lf a majority of a delegation,or of a ward or 
tovm committee, is not elected the vacancy shall 
be filled by the persons elected to the ward or 
town committee. 
All vacancies caused by ties shall be filled only 
by the choice of one of the candidates receiving 
the tie vote. 
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o. Objections to Nominations and Withdrawals of Nominees. I 
P. 
Section 53A 
When nominations at the State Primary are in ap-
parent conformity with law, they shall be valid 
unless VIJritten obiections thereto are filed with ! 
the State Secretai'-y within six days succeeding fivE 
o 1 clock in the afternoon of the day of holding sucl 
Primaries; and such objections and all other ques- 1 
tiogs relating thereto shall be subject to section 
12 ~~ so far as applicable. A person nominated at 
such Primaries may withdraw and duly acknowledged 
by him and filed with 1;he State Secretary within 
the limit prescribed in this section for filing 
objections to such nominations. 
State Conventions of Political Parties. 
Section 54 
A political party may upon the call of its State 
committee, but not earlier than one week nor later 
than two vreeks after the holding of the Primaries, li 
hold a State convention for the :purpose of i 
adopting a platform electing snch munber of memberEI' 
at-large of the State committee as may be fLxed by 
it, nomin,lting pres:tdential electors, and for such\ 
other purposed cons is tent with law as the State I 
cormnittee or convention ma;r determine. Such con- 1 
ventions shall consist of the delegates elected 'I 
at the State Primary, the members of the State 
committee, the United States Senators from Massa- i 
chusetts who are members of the party, the nomi-
nees of the party for all offices to be filled at 
the State election, and in years in which no elec-
tions are to be held for such offices, the incum-
bent of those offices who are members of the par·ty .J 
I 
·.J:he above laws cited are the complete election laws 
pertaining to State Primaries as compiled in 1932. The laws 
seem to have covered everything and left no loophole for 
abuse, but nevertheless there are some people who wanted 
9. Objections (Section 12) to nominates for State offices, 
and all other auestions relating thereto, shall be con-
sidered b · the State Ballot Law Cow.r.1ission. 
• 
changes in the system. The changes desired will be viewed 
in a later chapter. 
A synopsis of the Primary election laws will help 
the raader at this point: 
Offices governed by the Direct Prima~y 
The Direct Primary applies to all elective of.o. 
fices except in cities whose charters provide 
o'thervvise, and except presidert ial electors. 
'fime: State Primary--seventh T"L1esday prior to 
general election. 
The Primary is closed: i.e. Party voters deter-
mined by party enrollment. 
Plecing Names on the Ballot: By petition of 1,000 
voters for statewide offices for the other 
offices of the State and city elections by 
three per cent cast for governor at last State 
election in politica~ unit, but in no case less 
than 50 or nore than 1,000; by writing names on 
ballot also. 
Order of No.J11es on Ballot: Alphabetically (except 
candidates for ward or tovm cor.uni ttee and con-
vention delegates determined by law.) 
Vote Necessary to Nominate--Plurality' Party Plat-
form: May be adopted by a convention of elected 
delegates, i;he .State canrnittee, United States Sen-
ators, nomlnees for State officers, or in "Ghe 
• 
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years when no election is held for State 
officers by the incumbents of those offices who 
are members of the party. 
The Direct Primary system with its relation to 
State offices will for a time be left in abeyance while the 
next chapter takes up another Primary, the Presidential 
Primary, but chapter five will reserve the discussion to 
the Direct Primary. 
Q. Examples of the Official Primary Ballot Used in Massa-
cbusetts. 
The examples of Primary ballots used in Massachu-
setts were obtained through the courtesy of the Election 
Division at the State Capitol. 
These examples are shovm on the following pages, 
35A and 35B. 
) 
I 
OFFICIAL BALLOT /OF THE DEMOCRAT}C PARTY 
To/~oTE FOR A PERsoN MARK /cRos~'x L IN THE sQUARE ~'T/THE RJCHT oF THE NAME. 
/ 
/ 
'=.==·.·=~-·-·==.= I ~~~~~ CONGRESSMAN- Ten -<:.rict . <te for ONE ~.J.·~.··~.~.·-·.~.. CLERK (SCUPERIOR co) URrtJ· /fil'l' Suffolk C)ounty Vote for ONE :.~·~-~~~!l wARD COMMITTEE 
•· GOVERNOR . ' V f ONE ·'·"' ~ist: _/"Vol , • riminal Busin<"ss ,, o vacancy ·•',:••: . ..: 
.-·.. · I · ote or lizt•i~;;;. JOHN J. CREHAN OF 4&.11'ALLINGFORD ROAD.XOSTON<><><><>I ~:;:;: WILLIAM C S HEALE~"' I ;,:::..;:. ' 'ote for lnd'v'd 1 C d'd b 0 · t 
.
:·.•·.· JOSEPH B. ELY 0 F 66 BROAD STREF1, WESTFIELD<><>-<><><><> ·~:·~:ii T /World War Veteran • • F C11~t3y CWoEuBnSCI,TlloErR, SStTatReEREeTp,reBsOenStTaOtiNve<> .:_:_:.~:, •. ~: y I I ua an I es y ross a gal n s 
::: >PresentGovernoroftheCo~tlonwealth. For Renomination ;;::;;;~; ./ / DANIEL A. McLAUG~N OF 2 COMMON STREET, BOSTON<><>j . , Names. Vote for Qrou by Cross in Circle • 
• 
~ ••• ·.:_:.~ JAMES J. MULVEY'oF 46 COBDEN STREET, BOSTON<><><><>! Vote for IXTEEN 0 
.· Vote for ONE Reprei{ntative 1919-1922, Massachusetts Senjj.~l923-1928 
:;: -;-;:;:-;-;-;;....-......-.:~.......-;::~-----~~~~=::-::-=-::--==~----;---! Vote for ONE WILLIAM MICH'1'- PRENP.!~~fc7e~k~4 ~af-!.~rsN~·,;,~n~rir~N~ Ward Com. Boston, Ward n- oup 1 
f:: I L I WILLIAM COSTELLO OF 44)0YNTON STREET<><><><><><><>_I __ 
::=:: ~:: RAYMOND A. FITZGERALPn.F 1 LEONARD AVENUE. CAMBRIDGE ::;~:;~~ \Of STATE COMMITTEE -~ffolk District Vote for ONE ;::~:~~~ JOSEPH L. McBIRNEY orj 18 ATHERTON STREET<><><><><><>I 
.
= ... =.: .• ;: Will lLIPArMesenlt MeHmEbNerNCEamSSbnE·.~ School Committee World War Veteran ::;~~:::, JOHN J. COLLINS OF 1 OY"_BENNINGTON STREET, BOSTON<><><> .;':•:':•• JOSEPH GRAGLIA OF 5 D'''NN I SON STREET~-"--"--"-/o../o..-"--"-1 
.·. " .. , •• , • .YJOF 333 GENEVA AVENUE, BOSTON<> ::•:.:::.:: =··:·::· '0 .,/, I ·:=~·>:: '1-' ~----------------.._,... ................ 
•.. Representall\ve 1921-1922 Senator Six Years 1923-1928 :·::E''·' LEO N. DOOLEY OF 1y VERNON STREET, BOSTON<><><><><><> :.<~:,;_:.<.; SILAS F. TAYLOR OF 2yvvARWICK STREET. BOSTON<><><><><> , :.•.:;_:.:_;::.:; -::F:::R-:-A:':'N::':'K-G-:::-:I:-:-L~M:-::O-=R-=E-O-F-4 41+!3-0Y-N-T-O_N_S-TR_E_E-T<>-<>--<>-<>_<>_<>_<>_<>_<>-+I--~~; FRANCIS E. KELLY OF AJll TOPLIFF STREET, BOSTON<><><><> ;;z::$• ·· · lr.J Iff ·· -:-:-:-:-~~--=-::-::-:-~--1-'-------------+--
:;;. 1 Bostoncitycouncil19so-19s1-1932 :~~~;::: PATRICK J. FOLEY/F 505 BROADWAY. BOSTON<><><><><><><-, :~:~:; MAURICE J. TOBI,yuF 107 CALUMET STREET, BOSTON<><><><>!./" ;::~:;·: WILLIAM FRANK OF 1¢4 SCHOOL STREET<><>-<><><><><><><>1 
::: JOHN F. MALLEY OF 18lf COMMONWEALTH AVENUE. NEWTON<> ::::t:•::: N S E R •·· · / • • · · I 
::·. Former Coll.i:tor of Internal Revenue and State Senator ~:.;·~: DEN II f. RI~AIIIJON OF 1564 TREMONT $TREET, BOSTON<><> :;~;~:; .j' ;::~•::;:: GEORGE H. LAMBERT OF 1905 COLUMBUS AVENUE<><><><><> 
~~:: MICHAEL C. O'NEILL Cf 40 SUMMER STRE~r;o~~ft~EJk;:r~;> :~~~il;, EDWARD M. S!:JLLI~A.NH;~·; o~E~·;~~~~ttlv~~~~~~1~~;~~t.::9<> ~~:~:~ / j:j;:::;j: JAMES P. REILLY o~ 34 COBDEN STREET<><><><>-<><><><><>j 
::.; "'''•'' Bo7t0n School Committee 1924-1S~orld War Veteran •,,• .. •. DELEG TO STATE CONVEN / .•.,•,· GEORGE T SNYDEiiJ I ~~: JOHN E. SWIFT OF 7 ARKER HILL AVENUE, MILFORD<><><><> ~i:::~ f / :.~:~:; ES TION / ;;::::::::: • "t OF 29 COBDEN STREET<><><><><>~<><> 
.,.. i ~·~" ~ :~::,:: V e for Individual Candidates ,6y 0 ::::::::;; JOHN M. O'REILLY OF 56 BRAGDON STREET<><><><><><><><>I ~~j t ~i~ ::~i~~; Cros against Names. Vote for G~up ;;:::;:.;•: RICHARD COUGHLAN OF 59 ATHERTON STREET<><><><><><><>I ·.· ; ··~:-~:.: =.·':.~:.':; by Cross 1·n c 1·rcle. / !.::::~:::: .. JOSEPH F. SHIELD~ OF 19 PLAINFIELD STREET<><><><><><>I ~:; SECRETARY '· . . . . Vote for ONE ~;:~1~ SENATOR-Fifth Suffol istrict . Vote for ONE ... -==-:-:-:-=---::----::-:-:-:-:-::::-=-:r---------:r-----+--1 
•·•·. JOHN F. BUCKLEY of 184 FULLER STREET. BOSTON<><><><><> -~-.~····· :j~:~::; • i ;::g:B: FRANCIS C. SNYDEROF 29 COBDEN STREET<>-¢><><><><><><>1 ;.:; f state senate 1929_1930 !~;~~ JOHN J. CONNORS of/551 COLUMBUS AVENUE, BOSTON<><> ·s:•. ~tate Conv. Boston, Ward 11 Vrpe for TWENTY .:·:·•"·:· , ~i~i~ J. EDWARD CALLAfiAN OF 197 TREMONT STREET, NEWTON<> ~~i~ MATTHEW W. COCjHtY OF 45 HILLSIDE STREET, BOSTON<><> ~.1.!.1 DANIEL J. CARROLL Of 62 ST. ROSE STREEjk-<><><><><><>1 l.i.= // ::~: JOHN W. CUSSEN F 125 BROOK AVENUE. BOSTON<><><><><> ~t!~~~ JOHN J. DALY r/9 WESTERLY STREET, BOSTON<><><><><><> EDWARD M. O'ROURKE oF 2751 WASHING/oN STREET<><><>I -- j 0 ~;:;~ ARTHUR G FLYNN 0 ~~i~[~ JOHN J. KEL1LHER OF 23 SCHILLER STREET, BOSTON<><><><> ~::~~: clr I :;::::.::; Ward Com. Boston, Ward ll-Group 2 1 
• • F 8 BLANVON ROAD, BOSTON<><><><><><> • • • ~~ :.',~J~:.·:~ CHARLES F. McMORROW OF 70 TOWER tfREET<><>-c--<><><> ::~·~:.·:~::.· DANIEL J. CARROLL OF 62 ST. ROS( STREET<><><><><><><>I ::~: GEORGE F. GILBO y OF 3 ELy ROAD, BOSTON<><><><><><><> \~~~ THOMAS s . ..«ENNEDY OF 154 PARKER HI~L AVENUE, BOSTON<> ' ~1, I ., ... -:::-::;'..,..-,-,~--:-:~~::-:-:-::=:.-----+--------1----
... ,, ~,.~,., r House of RePresentatives 8 Years 1925 to 1932 :~f~: MARK H. LYNCH, Jr. OF 106 SCHOOL s, REET <><><><><><><> 1:~::~: EDWARD M. O'ROURKE OF 2751 v;.sHINGTON STREET <><><>I ~:~;~ GEORGE F. G~~~! ~2Io~r~ ~J~r~~~r~~a~~~$~~9~p_~~~it;> !i~r~ WILLIAMJF. MADDEN OF 76 FO~~~Je.~~~~t~v~mt~J2s~1~~1~~J~2<> ~-~~;: JOHN J. RYAN OF 85 GLEN ROAD<><><{<><><><><><><><><><>I :.~:~~~~~CHARLES F. McMORROW OF 70 towER STREET<><><><><><>I 
;:~; EDWARD J.F~r~~rR:Ne£,~.~8jr!!~~,t}~~~e~~Rc~~~A~a~sR~3t~~,Z;> • ~i~: JOHN f. TIRRELL, Jr. OF~ PERKINS SQUARE, BOSTON<>9'<> ~:;:; JOHN T. GLENNON OF 36 HALL STRE(r<><><><><><><><><><>l !;:';;:; MARK H. LYNCH, Jr. OF 106 S<j!OOL STREET<><><><><><><>! 
:;;:: JOHN D. O'BRIEN bF 68 DECATUR STREET, BOSTON<><><><><> ~~;~ / , :':~:; ::~;::;;::_JOHN J. RYAN OF 85 GLEN ROA~<><><><><><><><><><><><><>I :l:l:~:l··:~ JOSEPH SANTOSUOSSO OF 60 SCHOOL STREET, BOSTON<><><> .r.·_;:~.t.~,.::.:~.•'.[.) :f/ .-/·· ::~:::: FRANK H. FLYNN OF 36 MARCELLAfoTREEr<><><><><><><><>l :~::::~: JOHN T. GLENNON, Jr. OF 36/rlALL STREET<><><><><><><><>I .. · ~~- f 1:~:~:-~ THOMAS M. CREEGAN OF 4 PErrf. PARLEY ROAD<><><><><>I ):;~~~;; FRANK H. FLYNN OF 36 MAF/:-ELLA STREET<><><><><><><><>I 
;::; RAY H. SHATTUC~ OF 487 COLUMBIA ROAD, BOSTON<><><><> ~;=~~i; REPRESENTATIVES IN GENERAL.t0URT 1\:~; JAMES F. DOLAN OF 212 BOYLSToj1 STREET<><><><><><><><>! :-~·:[~:::l THOMAS M. CREEGAN OF J PETER PARLEY ROAD<><><><><>I 
~=:: CHARLES R. SULLIVAN OF 6 ADAMS STREET, BOSTON<><><><> ~;~~= Eleventh Suffolk District / Vote for TWO ~::.::: 
1 
::;=•~=i: JAMES F. DOLAN OF 212 BrjYLSTON STREET<><><><><><><><>I 
•·· HENRY J. SULLIV •. N OF 801 EAST THIRD STREET, BOSTON<><> '-"''' 1:: ..::.~:. JAMES J. HANABURYOF 18 ST. OSE SlREET<>~<><><><><> :.·:~_:.:_:;_;,:JAMES J. HANABURYOF 4D ST. ROSE STREET<><><><><><><>I ~=.i.~ ~ :.:,i.~.~.l~ EUGENE M. BROWN OF 12 SPAULDINrytTREET, BOSTON<><><> ·.·• . "·· 1° 
· j , THOMAS H CARR ~:r: FRANCIS J. McCANN OF 14 WA NUT PARK<><><><><><><><>I ;•::~:fFRANCIS J. McCANN OF/14 WALNUT PARK<><><><><><><><>I ;:~: §:~:~; . OF 15 DA LRYM PLJI~TR~~~~.~~Rii~~~~~~ . .. . .. -~-=-,.;._,__,~,...--.,....,...,~=--1------------+---1 ~~= ~!:~:1: JOHN F CULLEN l}lJI !•=~~~: HERBERT R. SANFORD OF 172 OYLSTON STREET<><><><><-1 ~=~~~~:HERBERT R. SANFORD F 172 BOYLSTON STREET<><><><><>I 
::;:: TREASURER Vote for ONE t'~z::~ . OF 274 ARBO AY, BOSTON<>-<><><><><><> - :;j:~:; ALEXANDER W MacDONALD F 8 GERMANIA STREET<><><>I ::•~:.::: ALEXANDER W. MacD(] ~ALD OF 8 GERMAN lA STREET<><><>I ~::: CHARLES F. HURLEY OF 57 FRESH POND LANE, CAMBRIDGE<> ti:~i:;; PATRICK J. GRIFfiN OF 63 uy{BERT AVENUE, BOSTON<><><>< I =~~.~=: . :~~~~ HERBERT DUGGAN OF 8 GLEN ROAD<><><><>-<><>;¢>-<><><><>1 
·•:· -T Present state Treasurer and Receiver General :,;•.:·:• WILLIAM F. HIGGINS OF fl FOREST HILLS CIRCLE. BOSTON<> --- ~~=-:~~ HERBERT DUGGAN OF 85 GLEN ROAD<><><><><><><><><><><> I :~:~·~::; WILLIAM LEE OF 2 MA BURY TERRACE<><><>¥<><><><><>1 
II. \ ·~ .. 1.! GEORGE H. KELLEY oy'i 5 BAINBRIDGE STREET, BOSTON<><> ~~~-;[~: WILLIAM LEE OF 2 MARBURY ERRACE<><><><><><>-<><><><>1 ~~~·~~~ AUGUSTINE P. FAY Of 1 BOYLSTON PLACE:?-~<><><><>-<><>1 
~:·: AUDITOR f,. Vote for ONE ~~::: JAMES J. KILROY OF joo CENTRE STREET, BOSTON<><><><><> ~~~~;~ AUGUSTINE P. FAY OF 1 BOY STON PLACE<><><><><><><><>! :~~~~j Ward Com. Boston, Ward 1-- Group 3 I 
~~~ JOHN E. BUCKLEY qF 2 CALIFORNIA AVENUE, QUINCY<><><><>! ~~~~i~; TIMOTHY J. McDO~U~r~s~~J:;re~~!~t~~~.Ato~~e~~:n!ln~rir~N ~:::;:·: RICHARD J. SULLIVAN OF 20 ST. ROSE STREET<><><><><><>! ~::::: JOHN J. PISCITELLI OF '183 CENTRE S~EET<><><><><><><><>I 
~-~~ JOHN J. HARRINGTqN OF 14 WOOD STREET, BOSTON<><><><> ;j~~~i~ CHARLES l. O'RJfL~Y OF 82 WEST WALNUT PARK, B~SION<> w~~: EDWARD J. SWEENEY OF 18 IFFLEY ROAD<><><><><><><><>I ·~~j~j. ( 
~;: FRANCIS X. HURLE~ OF 106 INMAN STREET, CAMBRIDGE<><> :~~:il THOMAS l. QUilTY OF 15 ROSEMARY STREET, BOsT{)N<><><> :.::,;~ ROBERT G. CAMERON OF 17 BOYLSTON STREET<><><><><>! :.~:.::.•.: --------------1----------,r---
·-.;· ~ Present State Auditor. For Renomination ·~·: .. ;·~ ... -=-::-:-::-=:--:-=:-:::~'1~':-::-:-:----::--------~;__--+---l· -. . · ~~; ALFRED J. MOORE rn 61 SYCAMORE STREET, BOSTON<><><> t;~;:~; DANIEL J. SU' 11VAN, Jr. OF 75 CAROLINA AVEritfi_ E. BOSTON<> : ..•• ;.: .. =.:: ..  THOMAS E. CHARLTON OF 8 t;ERMANIA STREET<><><><><><>j .:= •••.:; ••• :.:.:. 
•.;• Mern~ r of Ledslature 3 Terms World War Veteran ·S'·" 'lj'-l .·.. "' . . ---------------------j---
~~: LEO A. SPILLANE OF ~ ROSEWAY STREET, BOSTON<><><><><> :~:~~~ JOSEPH L. fRAINOR OF 29 BAINBRIDGE ST~ET. BOSTON<><> ~~i~~: I !~~~~~ -------------------j--
ATTORNEY GENE~ i\L Vote for ONE 
JOHN P. BUCKLEY OF 4E CHESTNUT STREET, BOSTON<><><><> Present Sen te Democratic Leader World War Veteran 
HARRY E. CASEY OF 837lHIRD STREET, BOSTON<><><><><><> 
DANIEL J. DEMPSEY, Jr. ~F 69 BARTLETT AVE., ARLINGTON<> World W11-r Veteran 
WILLIAM R. SCHARTON o\ 10 FRANKLIN STREET, READING<> 
HAROLD W. SULLIVAN OF\30 KINROSS ROAD, BOSTON<><><> Forr\ler Assistant District Attorney, Boston 
RAYMOND E. SULLIVAN OF 1 ~8 COMMONWEALTH AVE .. BOSTON 
\ 
1 ,/' I ·-.•·.·.. I ......... I SHERI~- Boffo& / Vote for ~NE ;;:;! I 1 ;~ =================================-t-t=--~=-
MICHAEL W. OBER o( 80 KING STREET, BOSTON<><><><><>! 
. 
( 
' 
~HE OEMOCRAT)C PARTY 
2 
7. L IN T~~ SQUAR~_ A/Y' THE RICHT 0~ THE- NAME. 
" , ..• , ... ,. 
-
~--·.=.:_._:.;~.·.·.=.;.~.. CLERK SUPERIOR COURl',/ Suffolk County Vote for ONE :~j;)~-J~ WARD COMMITTEE 
(Criminal Busin<>ss) ,~rfo fill vacancy) ::;•~;::: 
-.. !.\.:.~•-~:~:.:.~.::: WILLIAM C. S. HEALEYJ"F J~~~~~~J~~~ ~tlf.EiJpr~s~~~?~~;j :;:;~~~~ Vo~e for Individual Cane 
; ... DANIEL A. McLAUGijtfN OF 2 COMMON STREET, BOSTON~~~ :l~[~.~l~~ ames. Vote for Gro 
;;;:;~:: JAMES J. MULVEV'oF 46 COBDEN STREET, BOSTON~~~~ ::i;~:j;:: Vote for; 
Ward Com. Boston, Ward 11 - ia~ .;;::~.;: Repre'ifntative 1919-1922, Massachusetts Senq,k 1923-1928 .;;:.:;:.;• ;:i;:,;i WILLIAM MICHA~ PRENDIBLE OF 24 CHA~~ ST., ~os_TONj ::::;:::::: 
. , . .;;-._,.. . T- Present Clerk. Ca~~- for Nomma.tton ;o:,•·-.•· ;[:;;;.~: f / I ;:~::;:i; WILLIAM COSTELLO OF 44};0'1 
• :j:j;:::: / :•::::~;:: JAMES J. CUMMINGS OF 1/; BEf 
-~~l~~: STATE COMMITTEE-_}Hfth suffolk District Vote for ONE l1l~~~i JOSEPH l. McBIRNEY otf18 Al 
· :::::::: '" .L. :;;;::•:t JOSEPH GRAGLIA OF 5 oJNNISOI ~;l;::: SILAS F. TAYLOR OF 2yvARWICK STREET, BOSTON~~~~~~ . ::;:;::;;,: FRANK GILMORE OF 44;BOYNTOI 
-~~j;z: MAURICE J. TOBI¢ 107 CALUMET STREET, BOSTON~~~~~ ,// :;[~~=:~ WILLIAM FRANK OF 1¢4 SCHOO 
- ::~;~:: / -l' j:~::.~:= GEORGE H. LAMBERT 0 F 1905 I 
· ~::::;: :~ / i:::;;::;; JAMES P. REILLY oi 34 COBDE! ~ ~f~~1 DELEG Es TO STATE CONVENTION // :~~~~~j~~ GEORGE T., SNYDEWoF 29 coB! 
;i::.;.: V e for Individual Candidates 1by ::::;;:;:: JOHN M. 0 REILLY OF 56 BRAG! ~~~;: Cros ag~inst_ Names. Vote for G~up 0 I~:~.~i~_l~ RICHARD COUGHLAN OF 59 ATHI :•~i::,: by Cross m Ctrcle. j 1:::;:::;: JOSEPH F. SHIELD$ OF 19 PLA 
- :~;:::: - i :;::;;:::;: FRANCIS c. SNYDER OF 29 COBI 
·>>: ~tate Conv. Boston, Ward 11 Vrjte for TWENTY ·•::·:~< -----~...::.:..:;.......___:_..:....:..:.. 
~~iii~!: DANIEL J. CARROLL OF 62 ST. ROSE STREE]k.~~~~~~~ !;~~~~~ 
- ~~-~~~: EDWARD M. O'ROURKE OF 2751 WASHING/oN STREET~~~~ :~;:~~!~ 
- ~~~~~-: CHARLES F. McMORROW OF 70 TOWER {rREET~~~~~~~ ::~~j~~!~:~ .D'A~NarldECLomJ. BCosAtoRn, OWLaLrd 11-Grm 
..... .·.·-.· • R OF 62 ST. ~~}~: MARK H. LYNCH, Jr. OF 106 SCHOOL sjREET~~~~~~~~ j:~;_~: EDWARD M. O'ROURKE OF 275 
~-~~;: JOHN J. RYAN OF 85 GLEN ROAD~~~~~~~~~~~~~ :-~:~~~~~CHARLES F. McMORROW OF 7( 
. ~~~: JOHN T. GLENNON OF 36 HALL STRE(r<>~~~~~~~~~~ !~~~-;~[i MARK H. LYNCH, Jr. OF 106 Sl 
·•::•.:·:: J.. I .:·:.:·:; JOHN J. RYAN OF 85 GLEN ROA~ 
:0:::::; FRANK H. FLYNN OF 36 MARCELLApTREEr~~~~~~~~ ~~j:fJOHN T. GLENNON, Jr. OF 36jr, ~~:~;~·: THOMAS M. CREEGAN OF 4 PErrf PARLEY ROAD~~~~~~ :-::;~;:: FRANK H. FLYNN OF 36 MAf/:-E 
1 :~::~: JAMES F. DOLAN OF 212 BOYLsTof STREET~~~~~~~~~ :-~·:[~_::~; THOMAS M. CREEGAN OF 1 PE :::::: . , I ::::;:~::: JAMES F. DOLAN oF 212 BcjyLs· 
-10::·._:·: JAMES J. HANABURY OF 18 ST. OSE Sl REET~~~~~~~ i:;.;;.:: JAMES J HANABURY ~ 
·.,·.·. .,·,.,-; . OF ro ST. -~;~;.;; FRANCIS J. McCANN OF 14 WA NUT PARK<>~<>~~~~~~ :-;.~;;~;-FRANCIS J. McCANN OF]14 WP. 
· ;:~;~~: HERBERT R. SANFORD OF 172 OYLSTON STREET~~~~<-~ :~;~;~:HERBERT R. SANFORD F 172 
- ~::,~:~: ALEXANDER W. MacDONALD F 8 GERMANIA STREET~~~~ :;.;:~ ALEXANDER W. MacD(] ~ALD I 
_ :~::f~ :;~;:; HERBERT DUGGAN OF 8 GLEN 1 
:!:::·::,: HERBERT DUGGAN OF 85 GLEN ROAD~~~~~~~~~~~~ ;:::;•::;:: WILLIAM LEE OF 2 MA BURY Tl 
~-~-~~~: WILLIAM LEE OF 2 MARBURY ERRACE~~~~~~-<>~~~~ 3~~~~ AUGUSTINE P. FAY 0~ 1 BOYL~ 
:t:;~: AUGUSTINE P. FAY OF 1 BOY STON PLACE~~~~~~~~~ ;~:~:~ 
:·:-:•· :<<· Ward Com. Boston, Ward V --Grot 
::;::;·: RICHARD J. SULLIVAN OF 20 ST. ROSE STREET~~~~~~~ E::;: JOHN J. PISCITELLI oF'-183 CEN 
~r~~ EDWARD J. SWEENEY OF 18 IFFLEY ROAD~~~~~~~~~ .-~~~~-~. 
~~~!;~ ROBERT G. CAMERON OF 17 BOYLSTON STREET~~~~~~ :~g~~ ----------
;~n: THOMAS E. CHARLTON OF 8 ERMANIA STREET~<>~~~~~ :~~~~:~. 
:···:· :·•·:· ----------)~ X~ 
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OFFICIAL BALLOT OF THE REPUBLICAN PARTY 
TO VOTE FOR A PERSON MARK A CROSS I X I IN THE SQUARE AT THE RICHT OF THE NAME. 
lljl ~~:~:~::~=~~L~Fo: ,' ~;~~:;~~~;~: ~~~~~rE Ill E:;::oT~.R ;E::~:FH;,:'::~,:::·~~REET. HO l :·:;::rE !ll M::~:ER~;;::~~:: 7D~:;·::TON STREET. HO:~::E:INE II w ;~~~~~~]:~~~~~ v:~~d ;~~ t~sro~~ 0 II 
~~~ E. MARK SULLIVAN OF 25 WILLIAM JACKSON AVENUE, BOSTON I ~~2;~ ~:=i~~( Ward Com. Chicopee, Ward 7 Vote for TEN :~~ 
': .• ·.;·:. WILLIAM STERLING YOUNGMAN OF 39 WILIJSTON ROAD. BRUOKLINE-"1 :;:;~ ~:.:~:.:~:.· AGNES l. DUCLOS OF 20G SKEELE STREET.r--..~1 .t.·=.• 
. Present Lieutenant Governor, Veteran, Former State Treasurer, Legislator • •· • . . :;:· 
;::: I ~.~~·~~- i~1ilil JOSEPH DUCLOS OF 206 SKEELE STiiEET~I -~:· ~~~ :;0;:: :;.:J:; ADRIEN C. BLAIS OF 15 MAr,Y STREET~-----~ :f; 
:'' LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR . Vote fo, ONE ::~ REPRESEE~.;,~~~~.::,~. c;,~~~L COUR~ote fo, ONE DELEGATES TO STATE CONVENTION *~EPHRAIM GOYETTE OF 7 DALE STRm~j ~~ ~~ ~:::~:~:~ .. B~;,;;:i~t~Er7g~:~;~~w:~iilfi::;;;:i ~~ ~~~~~: :::~:~~~~:~~f:N~:::,~i~ ;:,~~~;~~~~ I '} ;;o~~:::;r~~~::£~~~al ~~~d ;=~ t~sro~~ 0 I MERTON E. REED 0 F 432 MONTCALM STREE r ~:1 I 
.·-. I .;.;:. Present State Representative. Renoininatlon. World War Veteran •. •. • :::~ :~: -~~-~·~-~ WALTER E. MOSON OJe?.,~tfrA£~~~~S0~~d~~~~J·ES~J~r~fc~~~~ 8tate Conv. Chicopee, Ward 7 Vote for FOUR :~i\~1 I ;:: t~~ ~~·~~-~ ALEXANDER SENECAL OF 865 CHICOPEE STREET. CHICOPEE/'-! )~. LEO P. SENECAL OF 805 CHICOPEE STREET~! ~~~;I I ~~~ I r:~~E~~~ A:.Y COOK oF 15 ~f.~f.~~.~?.~g,so,~,;~;~~~~NE fit~ LESTER G. TAFT oF n BEVERL v SJREET. '" ICOPEE~~ I lfl ~~~~o:A~~~~;4~Fc~;~o:~:Tsc:',';r::==l1 II I ~ ~ F;A~~~u~~~corr oF ow uero,~.!~t£;.~.~~!.ra~;,;;~NE i~· [~ I *RI I ~--:~::1 .. ._,.· 
~~: MAX ULIN OF 166 HARVARD STREET. BOSTON~~ ::::: COUNTY COMMISSIONERS- HampdGJl- Vote for TWO :;:;: < ~: ,,., •• , '~" ''""'' 1 ~ ~~:SAL~~ ;_A;::: 0~F1 ~1;0:~,~E 5s,',:~'{·~:~~~~::=:: ~~ .. !_!.:.! ::~: ;;:.:;:;: Present County Commisirioner. For Renomination :;::;: :.~ 
••• I :~:::: JOHN G. MAXFIELD OF 55 FERNLEAf ~VENUE. LONGM.EADOW/'-. ::::; :.·.:._~.:. 
::: ···;·;· County Coqtfmsstoner 1927 to 1930 mclusive _::;_:;: · · 1.;~; E~~~~:o~~NSON COLDWELL OF 68 BAY VIEW STREE~:~v:o~T:r o1 NE -~~~·~~· LORENZO J. PASQUINUCCI OF 1!lf3 NORTHAMPTON ST .. HOLYOKE ~:.!:·.-~: .• _~.:···:~:.. r ..... j:····,·.~:-····: Somerville Alderman, Mass. House of Represento.ti~es 4 Year:' . -~ 
ALONZO B. COOK OF 43 BOWDOIN STREE~.t~~~~~~~~ HERMAN C. WALKER Ofe1~!~~Eo~~~~fs~I;·~g~e~~1o~~;~h~tife~~~D :.·::.·.:;.· 
JOHN J. WHITE OF 164 fiNE STREET. HOLYOKE~ . 
Former Mayo(; Alderman and Board Public Works Holyoke :::::: 
1:•:,•:: 
1----------t'---------~'--------+---1·>:·. 
ATTORNEY GENERAL . . Vote for ONE ',.. \~ 
·:· .~ ::-::::- . ' ~~\ JOSEPH E. w~~~e~~ ... ~!~~y ~~~e~~{j ~~~f~~t~~~;Ve~~~~ tl\f~ ~~I 
~~: I::::: • •, :?; :~: j}~ :~~~~ :~~: 
~~: CONGRESSMAN- seconJ Di"trict Vote for ONE SHERIFF- HampJen . . Vote for ONE ::::: ~-:~;~~: ·~~ ~~: JOSHUA l. BROOKS OF 27 MULBERRY STREET, SPRINGFIELD/'-1 EDMUND J. SLATE OF 372.PLEASANT STREET, HOLYOKE~~ =~=~= :~~~~f ~~~~ ~ ~~:~ :.· S~~~~~NW'~;J~;A~:f~~~T~~.~:.T~F,;;~~~~;;,;;I THOM I!~ G Gr.\.[\;jj(;i{t'R,"' wo,,.w •• v ...... I X ~ ~' ~ 
=.··~·.: ::::: ::;::~: : ... ,~:!_,·~:'·'.·.:: <·.:·. :::::::::;:: .. ~:: i ::::: :~:::: ~j COUNCILLOR·· "'•"• '""'"" . Vote fo, ONE ;:;:;I 1'':'; ~~ ·~ 
~~: J. ARTHUR BAKER OF 252 SOUTH STREET, PITTSFIELD~~ ~~~H :~f~~~ ;~ 
i~; NICHOLAS G. V. NESTOR OF 314 PAGE BOULEVARD. SPRINGFIELD~ j::::: :;:::: :8 
:~: RAYMOND B. SHATTUCK OF 170 FLORIDA STREET, SPRINGFIELD! ~~~~:·.·:··.!.::.' .·.····:::::··.•.~ .:·.····· :::~::' ;. Former Alderman of Spring:iflld. World War Veteran .  ,•,•,• ··.;· 
:;: THOMAS P. SHEA OF 46 ROSELAND TERRACE, LONGMEADOW~ : .• ~.::./.}./.. ;~ 
:-::: World War Veteran 
1
. • • . -~~ 
::: ::::: :::::: I~,. 
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Chapter IV 
THE OPERATION OF THE PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY 
A. Presidential Nomination by Legislative Resolution and 
by Elected Delegates. 
In the early times, that is, previous to 1824, 
presidential nominations were made by a congressional caucus. 
In 1828 there was, however, a revolt from the system spoken 
of aboVe and the presidential nominations at this time were 
made in four ·ways: nomination bv Legislative, Resolution, 
nor1inBti•ons by State Legislative Caucus, no:r.1inations by 
liHxed C)nventions, and nomination by Sta+:e Conventions. 
It is with the mixed convention method of nomina-
tion that we first hear of anything of special nature in 
relation to Massachusetts presidential nominations. This 
was the method used in the no!'1inations of John Quincy Adams 
in January, 1923, at 11 a joint meeting of the Republican mem-
bers of the Massachusetts legislation and of Republican dele-
gates frorn the vario' ·s to'.,m.s of the com:r1onwealth not repre-
s0nted in the legislature". 1 From this excerpt it can be 
gathered that the "mixed convention" was composed of the 
party members of the legislature, together with delegates 
from those cotmties or tovms not represented in the legisle.-
tnre, by p1embGrs belonging to the party holding the conven-
tion.. Then, Massachusetts turned to State Legislature 
1. Da11inger Nominations for Elective Office page 33 
, 
i 
' '"' 
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in 1836 to nominate Daniel Webster.2 
These early methods of nomination finally gave 
way to the ~residential Primary. Massachusetts adopted 
the Oregon idea early in 1912 •. This idea provided for a 
pr~ference vote for President and Vice-president, as well 
as the direct election of all convention delegates. 'i'he 
Progressive wing of the rtepublican party was really respon-
Sible for the adoption of the direct election method for 
they felt that under the Convention system (wherein the 
delegates were chosen previous to 1912) the "old guard" 
would control the State convention and thus control the 
delegates at the National Convention. These Progressives 
thought that the direct election of delegates by the voters 
might result differently. 
B. Pre§erential Voting. 
Massachusetts requires that delegates' names 
must be proposed by petitions. This State also required 
for a time that candidates for delegates must have personal 
preference stated on the Primary ballot, the idea being 
that the voters would then select these delegates whose 
personal preferences agree with their own. This idea did 
not prove practical, however, for in the Massachusetts 
Primaries of 1912, there was a close race between·.t:aft and 
Roosevelt, and in the final return the rtepublicans endorsed 
Taft but gave eight delegates to Hoosevelt. This laughable 
2. Dallinger Nominations for Elective Office page 40 
.. :·.' 
•' 
-3B• 
mix-up was even more ludicrous in the Democratic Primary 
where Clark carried the preference vote against Wilson, yet 
all of the delegates at-large has pressed a pr&ference for 
Governor Foss (who had withdrawn his name as a candidate 
for the preferential vote.) 
After this farcical incident, the preferential 
vote was eliminated. ·I'he law provides that candidates for 
delegates may be grouped under the names of the candidates 
whom they prefer for President, thus placing the rightful 
emphasis on the Presidential candidate rather than on the 
delegate. 
Massachusetts, unlike most other States, makes 
no provision for the casting of one vote for a group of 
delegates but the laws do give advantage to groups which 
are complete by giving them top position upon the ballot. 
"No preferencett delegates have the same right to appear in 
groups as have those groups giving a preference. 'l'his last 
provision seems to have brought about a curious twist in 
Massachusetts politics ,for delegates ll.ave, shown a disin-
clination to announce their preference. '!'his happened in 
1920. when Republican o~ganization filed a Collidge slate 
as no preference. The ballot itself clearly brings out the 
relationship between the delegates who have the same prefer-
ence for president, so that there is no excuse for the aver-
age voter not knowing whom he is voting for. 
······· 
'I 
• 
' ' ,. 
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C. Party Enrollment. 
Massachusetts does require voting by party appliot' 
•', 
cation. Voters must be enrolled by the party at the tim.e 
- of registration, and they may vote only in the !"rimary of 
the party in which they are enrolled. Th~s the Presiden-
tial Primary is closed in the same manner of the State 
,primary. 
D. :-·Objection, to Uninstructed Delegates. 
The great objection to the uninstructed delegate 
is, of course,· that it helps politiclil manipulation, par-
ticularly in a State like Massachusetts where par~ organ-
izations are strong. '1'he party slate cannot be pinned-
down to the responsibility of voting for the person the 
people desire. There were uninstructed delegates both in 
1916 and 1920. '.±'his bad feature of Massachusetts' legis-
lation ought to be corrected if tmre is to be an expres-
sion of popular opinion in the Presidential Primary. 
Still another queer feature in Massachusetts 
politics is that in spite of the fact that the State com-
mittee is the organization of ~he party as a whole and 
might be expected to remain neutral in Primary struggles, 
it usually not only suggests lists of delegates but throws 
the whole weight of the organization to one presidential · 
candidate or another. An exan1ple of this conduct was in· 
the c~paign of 1912 wherein the Republican State committee 
'· . 
.... ' 
supported Taft against Hoosevelt. 
E. Synopsis of Massachusetts Primary Laws. 
The writer is indebted to Miss Louise Overacker 
.for- the'following synopsis of the Massachusetts Primary 
Laws .• 3 
Digest of Massachusetts Presidential t'rimary Laws 
214-.215. 
Massachusetts Oompiled Laws, 1921-Chapter 53, Sec-
tions 7,23,40,44, 46, 65, 70: Acts of 1912-Chapter 2f4; 
'Acts 1913-Ghapter 835, 6ections 138,158. General Acts 1916-
Chapter 16. 
Date: Last Tuesday in May (no other election 
at that time). 
How Names Are Put on Ballot:. Delegates at-
large, petition signed by 1,000 voters not less than 250 of 
whom come from each of four different counties. 
District delegate, five voters from each 
ward or town in the district, but never more than 250. 
Nomination papers must be ,'filed on or before 
the fifth :;,:uesday preceding the election. 
For Whom A Vote is Cast: Delegates at-large, 
District delegates. 
Method of eontrol: Ballot contains a state-
ment of the Presidential preference, i:f any, of each candi-
\ 
3. vvera.cker The Presidential Primary 
> ',\' t. 
'' .~ 
.·· .{ .. ~ 
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date for_ ·dlel.ega.te:-prgvlided that such candidate for nomina-
tion files his written assent thereto. Delegates pr~rer­
ring a certain candidate for President may be grouped to-
g~ther, but must be voted for separately. 
Who May Vote: Voters must vote with party in 
which enrolled, but they may chagge or cancel their enroll-
ment by ap!)t:aring in person before t-t ... e town clerk and r·~g-
istering again in writing. The change takes effect in 
thirty days. 
The Presidential Primary, while having fair sue-
cess, is not the true democratic method for voting for a 
nominee for the Presidency. In State Primary elections, 
the people are using the direct method and ~ve ~ound it 
S1J.Ccessfu.l. The indirect method is out of date and should 
be done away with. Massachusetts has lagged behind the 
other States in election reform, and this is her chance to 
once more take the lead that was hers in colonial times 
and advoc·ate Direct Primary election of Presidential can-
didates. Taking it out of the hands of a convention vvhere 
trading and bd:.ckering are paramount and giving to the 
people the direct choice of Presidential nominees, would 
be the greatest step in the purification of elections since 
the advent of the direct slate Primary. 
~ '•' 
• 
• 
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'Chapter V 
THE CHANGES THAT HAVE BEEN ADVOCATED FOR THE IMPROVEMENT. 
IF DIRECT PRIMARY IN MASSACHUSETTS 
A. Recommendations for Reform of Direct Primary in Massa-
chusetts. 
The Direct Primary system is not a God-given de-
vise that has no faults whatsoever. It has its failings 
as well as its advantages. From the time of its introduc-
tion in 1911, various reforms have been advocated. 
Frank J. Donahue, Secretary of State, in his re-
port on elections gave the following recommendations of the 
Prims.ry~ {Boston January 29, 1914) 1 
11 First: the abolition~of party enrollment 
at Primaries and the substitution of a single ballotwith 
rmrty c olums for the individual party ballot. 
Second: that the numer of members of 
ward and tovvn committees and delegates to be elected at 
the Primaries be limited. 
Third: an inclJmbent of a State officer 
may have his name printed upon the Primary ballot of the 
party which he represents as a candidate for such office 
1. Public Document 43, 1914 
! 
. I 
' ' 
... 
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upori a re (1tl~st in writing filed with the Secretary of ·:the 
GomJnonwealth on or before the last hour for filing Primary 
no~ination papers. 
Fourth: that no person whose name is not 
printed on the Primary ballot as a candidate for an office 
shall be deemed to be nominated as a candidate for "B1Jch 
office, unless at the Prlmary he shall hve received a. mun-
ber of votes equal to the number required to nominate him 
as a candidate for such office to be voted for at a Primary' • 
Although Mr. Donahue's suggestions were n$ver 
acted upon, they nevertheless give an insight to s·ome.:·cBf thE 
changes desired in this period. 
During the war there was little agitation for 
chan~es in the Primary as the people were too busy with 
more imnortant things. 
In the Legislative session of 1921 there were two 
bills introdu,ced, one providing for the nomination of' 
,_,., 
minor offices by convention, and another for endorsement 
of candidates by pre-primary convention. The old conven-
tion adherents and party 11 bosses 11 were still alive and de-
siirous for the "old regime 11 • These bills did not get any-
where, but the pre-primary convention bill will be heard 
of again, for it becomes a leading issue in 1927. In 1922 
and 1925, varlous bills were introduced, but in 1927 five 
bills were introduced on the Direct Primary. They included 
... _, 
' ;·. 
! 
r ••. 
• 
• 
' . .' ... · 
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·, ' 
one l;>y the chairman of the State Republican Committee, and 
one by the chairman of the Democratic State Committee, both 
providing for the pre-primary convention. The two pa:r>ty or-
ganizations for once seemed to be in entire accord on the 
desirability of such a step. Their power was waning. 
They felt there was a need for some act to get 
control of elections again. There were, however, disappoint 
ed for finally the Qommit.tee on Elections reported a substi-
tute measure providing for a pre-primary convention and 
adding a party Primary in non-presidential general election 
years for the election of members of the State committee and 
delegates to the State convention. In Presidential years, 
this Primary would hav~ coincided with the present presi-
dential Primary. 2 '"The bill· was referred to a recess com-
' 
mittee which did not recommend the pre-primary oonvention, 
bUt proposed a re.turn to the convention method of nominating 
Secretary of State, Treasurer, Auditor, and Attorney-General. 
(the maj?rity o'f the committee itself was in favor of pre-
primary conve·ntion bill, but decided it would be impossible 
I . 
to pass it through the Legislature because people were not 
educated to t~) 3 
B. Pre-pr:i.rnary Gonvention. 
A pre-prirr.nry_ convention is one held to endorse 
candidates for offices to be filled by all the voters, and 
2. . Bulletin of the Massachusetts League of Voters Apr., Ma 192'7. 
~. Report or the Joint Special Committee on the Administrati e 
' < ' ~~~ ,• • ~ 
>' :· 
.\ ., ... , ... 
• ','1 
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these endorsed candidates are voted upon at the State Pri-
maries. In 1927, the b.ill for the pre-primaries convention 
was met with strong opposition as well as with organized 
promotion. Miss Florence H. Luscornb opposed it and stated 
her arguments in a leaflet (issued by the Legislative 
Souncil), while Francis Pre.scott championed it giving the 
arguments as follo·ws: 
nin any discussion of the Primary it nmst be re-
membered that it is a meeting of a party organization for 
the purposes of cmosing offices and representatives of the 
party, and concerns members of the party only-:-Political 
parties are no different than ay other political, civic, or 
social organization which members join to further a common 
interest. But in any other such organization preceding the 
meeting for the choice of officers, it is customary to choos~ 
a nominating committee to consider the qualifications of the 
candidates and endorse those best oualified in their judg-
ment----It has always been difficult to interest the voter 
to go to the polls on election day. At the Primary, still 
greater difficulty is encountered---It is generally conceded 
that the position of the name of a candidate on the ballot 
has a very decided bearing on his vote because of.J'ailure 
to properly consider his other qualifications~--±t is so 
. 
called a pre-primary convention plan as tt retains the Pri-
mary of the nominations of candidates as at present without 
,,.,,', 
,. 
l'•' 
~··· -
any curtailment of the right of every voter to nominate or 
be nominated a:s .at present-------Under this pro~osal candi-
, 
dates endorsed by the conven"ion would undoubt·edly have an 
advantage over the other candidates, but only because the 
individual voter had confidence in tne deeision of the .con-
vention and wished to accept that endorsement---That pre-
primary convention, combining the convention as a. nominating 
committee with its Priniary as its meeting for the choice 
of party representatives, is not and cannot be likened to· 
the old convention from whose d~cisions there was no appeal. 
Miss Luscomb's arg1Jment against the pre-primary 
convention idea is the following: 
"The measure proposes essentially a return to 
the convention system of nominations. Its .advocates deny 
that they are attacking the Primnry, because the voters 
wonld still go through the TI'.otions of a Primary in September 
But what virtue rema:i ns in that Primary if rome three months 
previous a party- convention has named a slate 1 which h{ls all 
the prestige of being an officia1, and behind which, during ~ 
those three months, there have been lined up every ward and 
precinct nnc'l tovm comrnittee, every party newspaper, and 
every flmmci8.l b.ackett?-----Does a convention nomination 
give us as claimed, "pll' ty responsibility"? Will anyone 
suggest the Democratic National Qonvention of 1924 as a 
demonstration of party responsibility? Or was the ·choice 
of the Republican presidential candidate of 1920 by a. hand-
• •! 
.J . 
• 
... 
fUl of men in a hotel bedroom in the wee small hours of 
the night a more edifying example of "party responsibility1 ! 
----~How is this convention, which is to remedy the evils 
or the Primary to be created? By boldine; an additional 
Primary? Because one Primary has imperfections, we are· to 
substitute two Primaries and one convention----The .conv~n:... 
tion rather than the Primary is another failure because or 
.... ' . 
the .small vote it brings out. The Direct PPima1·Y has· ·i!l .. 
cre.ased public interest in nominations four-fold, seven-
fold, often even ten~fold,--an amazing·succ~ss. 
Let us study proposed improv~ments of the Pri-
; mary-----short ballot, rotating ballots to·' r~ni<?ve ··the 'al- ·· 
. ~ . 
phabetical advantage,---Let_us go fOrward, not back to 
... 't 
conventions which was tried and found wanting~·n4 
Miss Luscomb' s argument is much the. stronger'· 
although it did not.lance the "party" man in.his fig:P,t for 
power. The bill defeated in 1927 came back even. stronger 
'in 1932. 
The SEringfield Republican speaking of the pre-
primary convent~on bill says 11 With five Democrats dis-
senting its Committee on Election Laws today voted to re-
por~ the initiative petition for the establishment of pre-
primary conventions of political parties. The bill pre-
vides that the convention be held prior to Primaries when 
4. Collections of F. H. Luscomb 
... ,., •... 
··I 
. :It ··~. \, 
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candidates for the State ticket would be endorsed and so ap-
pear on the party ballot. Representative Roland D. Sa:,ryer. of 
Ware is the only Democrat to sign the majority report of the 
committee". 5 
Again the Springfield Republican remarks."That 
short difference of opinion as·to the advisability of pass-
ing such legislation prevented ~epublican members of the 
Senate in caucus today from voting on its so called pre-
primary convention bill; · A caucus was called to draw the 
.measure, which is to be acted upon tomorrow, and was intended 
·to line up the entire Republican delegation in support of a 
. ' favorab~e report of 'the Election Laws eommittee. Discussion 
lasted more than an hour, and members·who were present de-
·. : . · .. ' 8 
clared there.was a lack of unanimity ··on the matter. 11 . 
The pre-primary bill passed the Senate by a roll 
call vote of 21 to 17. Senator Joseph w. Monahan of Belmont 
said the pre-primary would result in hand-picked candidates. 
7 He also said that Coolidge owed all to the Direct Primary. 
The bill, however, failed to pass'~ the roll call vote 
of 62-138. Representative McCarthy said "No law should be 
passed taking away the constitutional right of citizens to 
select their own candidates. 11 8 'As a result, the sponsors 
of the petition had to obtain 5,000 more signatures, which 
6. Springfield Republican 
7. Springfield Republican 
8. Springfield Republican 
May 9, 1932 
May 10, 1932 
May 11, 1932 
~' ' 
·'' 
•,' 
',,•· 
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'·), 
they did, and the bill came be~ore the people ~n November 
B;~' 1932, and was passed by the people. 
follows: 
The principal provisions of the bill are a:s 
~: Convention to be held not later than 
June 15•-delegates to be elected to convention 
by party Primaries to be held on last Tuesday of 
April. 
Name of Endoreed<:Oand!i..dates on Ballot: 
'• 
Na:rm of endorsed ~andidate placed on ·ballot auto-
matic~·ll1 anO. :l,n the first place on the ballot 
·with:words nendorsed by (the name of the politi-
cal party) conventionu in addition to eight words 
in a statement now authorized by law. 
Election of district members of State committees 
and members of ward and the town committees at 
proposed party Primar;tes'in April. 
Election of delegates to National Convention at 
proposed party Primaries. 
The time for notice to the State Secretary by 
aldermen or selectmen of their determination to 
hold Primaries by ward, precinct, or groups of 
precincts to March first instead of August .first. 
Names of:candidates for election of delegates to 
a State convention and for district members of a 
,'1 . (' 
• 
• 
·, 
'.,·' 
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State committee to be arranged individually by alphabet 
'.instead of in groups arranged by lot:, ·as now•9 
These are the principal provisions of the act 
whcih goes into effect at the next State Primary election. 
'fhe State of Massachusetts now has its pre-primary 
convention system which it is to be feared will lead to 
more evils than advantages. This will be further discussed 
in the concluding chapter. 
0. Other Proposals for Change. 
Representative Henry D. Sisson of Pittsfield pro-
posed a law for the return to the political. convention. He 
declared that the Primar•y no longer expresses public opin- · 
ion.D This bill (H-89) was given leave to withdraw. 
A petition of Robert M. Washburn of the RoOse-
velt Club Inc. for the abolition of Primary elections for· 
nominations to State offices and to re-establish the poli-
tical convention system was presented. The Women League 
of Voters opposed this bill. The bill (H-20'5) was given 
leave to withdraw. 
While there have been sundry bills offered· to 
radically change the Direct Primary system used in Massa-
chusetts, the only one that had success was the pre-pri-
mary conventi'on bill. 'l'his bill is a substitute for actual 
repeal of the Direct Primary and the author prefers to be-
lieve that it was through lack of education on the peoples' 
part to pass such a iait~ 
9. Official 'Information to Voters 1932 
. ... 
. i 
• 
'.:1:1he nominating systems of Massachusetts have beeri. 
traced up to the present day. What will be its fate in the 
fUture? What pitfalls should be avoided? The concluding 
chapt~r will discuss the evils of the Direct Primary system 
and the political trends. 
··} 
.',; 
,:.~ 
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Chapter VI 
OONOLUSION 
Much time has beE'Jn spent in portraying the oper-
. ation of t~e V"·ariou,s 1mpn:i,pating systems. In this final· 
' / ~:. . ' ' ' 
chapter, the importance of'the.Primary will be stressed, 
··.the evils ·discussed, cri~icisms stated,_ and· the remedies 
' ') '· ~ ··:· , ,_ 'l • . : . ~· ~ .:..· . ~ . ' • 
• ~given as far· as: .. pos·siblEh · . 
· A. Importance o.f tP,e Primar:r. 
Frank R. Kent says of the Importance of the Prt-· 
maries: "To think that the general election ii more im- · 
portant than ~he Primary election, as most voters do, is 
to magnify the wrong side of the political picture. 1t 
ought to be reversed and i~stead of, as now, many more 
voters voting in the general election than in the Primaries 
the public interest should be concentrated on the Primaries 
first--------Primaries are z.r,ea.lly the key to politics. 
'rhere is no way for party candidates to get on the general 
election ballot except.through the Primaries. Primaries 
are the exclusive gate .through which all party candidates 
must pass. Elontrol of that ,gate in -any oo rnmunity means 
. .~, 
control of the political situation in that oonnnunity--..:-·· 
The.only place a machine can be beaten is in the Primaries 
-··-- ... ~-The fact tha~. I wish to drive hom~· now is tliat all. : 
over the country ninety-nine out of a hundred candidates 
''I< • 
:. \' .. ; 
' . '~. 
' .. . ~: 
' '. 
·, 
... 
-~. ' .. 
-\ '(. '.,' 
'·· 
•• 
:; ~~~ ..... -.. ""':". ~~~--.~,.,,~.,.~ .. ....,_""""'_"""1"_"""'"'~~ ....... 
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for all offices are nominated on a result of Primaries." 1 
From such a statement comes the valid reason of writing a 
work on the subject of Massachusetts Primary system • 
B. ~he Evils of the Primary System. 
As to the evils of the Direct PrDnary it is al-
leged that the Primary weakens party responsibility. This 
accusation can hardly be laid at the door of the Direct 
Primary, but rather at the party's door because they have 
become meaningless, insincere, and instrumental in the ad-. 
vancement of a few people. It must be admitted by even ths 
most violent critic of the Primary that the party orgalliza-
tionsl~ve a good deal of influence ~pon the choice of Pri• 
mary candidates.2 
It is also sa.i<i that the Pl!i,ilnaries produe~ in:ter·-
ior candidates. Those who offer this criticism of the Pri-
mary as sufficient evidence of its failure forget that the · 
chief purpose of the Dir~ct ·Primaries was not to· 'increase · 
the efficiency of the government; it was to insure that . 
whatever the government was--whether good or bad--the voters 
should have their will about it and not have to accept a 
government at the hands of a party organization. 
'l'hat Primary places too great a burden on the 
voter is tvue, but the answer is the enactment of the short 
ballot system and not a return to a nominating system which 
1. Kent 
2. Rocca 
TEe dreat.Game or Politics 
Nominating Methods 
pages 6-8 
page 40 
' . 
. , -.~ 
·.~ 
' .. 
,, .. 
" 
" 
. :,_ .. •. ,l ;, '·' ... 'r/~:~.ri''\ 
' . l.'i ·:· 
..... 
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discredited itself because of its representative character. 
The allegation that the Primary is too expensive 
is answered very well by Representative Robert Luce, thir-
teenth Massachusetts district, w~o says: "The present 
method is far less expensive than that which it superceded. 
· I k;now, for 1 have rum for high office under both methods. 
Let it be clearly understood that whenever a candidate has 
to appeal to all voters in his party, it is cheaper to do · 
this under the Primary election system than:.under the con-
vention system 11 • 3 
It is claimed that the Primary fails to bring 
out a large vote. This statement is false when the re-
turns at the Primary are compared with those of the con-
vention. Very seldom did more than ten per cent come out 
to choose delegates for the convention, but from twenty-
five to seventy-five per cent of the party voters, and 
even as high as fifty to eighty per cent when the competi-
tion is keen come out to choose candidates in the Direct 
Primary. "Even though the highest figure given be taken 
for the convention vote and the lowest one for the Primary 
there is still a margin of fifteen per cent in favor of the 
Primaries, so far as representation. of tb.e po.rty vote~s is 
concerned. And it must be remembered that the convention 
chosen candidate·is twice removed from·the voter." 4 
3. Collections of F. H. Luscomb 
4. Rocca Nominating :Methods pages 47-48 
' \l ~ '' 
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, 
Beveridge says.: u ... ,. ......... from five~ t'o ten times as many 
party voters get to the polls a Primary day as the number 
who used to vote for convention delegatesu~ 5 These 
quotations are the s,pswer to the indictment that not enoug 
voters come out for Primaries. '!'he Direct Primary seems 
to be the best system yet used for nominating. '!'he .evils . 
,, of the old convention system. are far .. too great t;O advocate 
a return to it. It is :.to be regretted that Massachusett's 
has se.en fi ~ to adopt a pre-primary convEtntion which is a 
close retur~ to the ·.~onvention system and its evils. Miss 
:e . . 
Luscomb in an interview with its author said; ."'!'t destroys 
the Direct Primary as the convention is held three months 
ahead of the Primary, and thus the party can organize be-
h~nd a list of candidates and almost invariably will have 
" them nominated at the Primary. Kent points out in his 
book, The Great Game of Politics, that ten.persons on an 
average are receiving favors and they,- with their friends.,· 
constitute a solid block for the party to start in the 
Primary with. The pre-primary convention is a substitute 
for the old convention when the party leaders saw that. 
there was no chance of getting the repeal of the Direct 
Primary. We shall· have the evils· of the old convention 
system back again. I, myself, favor proportional represent 
ation and the short hallot and the.el~mination of the 
5. Beveridge Of, ay, and For the People-Yes or No? pp.l -2 
6.· Used with Miss Luscomb's permission 
,-,.·.;:. .. '' ., 
': .:\ .' ~ 
'/. 
•• 
' f 
1.. tt places, a weapon in the h~ds or the . 
. ':~ 
party voters which they can use with effect in caee of 
:'need. They are·no longer helpless. 
· 2. The-~''fact of' th1s control gives to the 
·' :: ~ot~~~-- -El; conseiousness of power,::_and respdQ.s'i~~lity. 
;. 
With' these merits, A f Lawrence Lowell disagrees, 
·pointing out that "the party itslef is &o large a body 
.. ·that some one must present the candidate tor nomination , 
;. '~:~ I 
to i:ts members. l!:veh if all the Republican voters in a 
State could oome together in a·mass meet~ng, a name to be 
discussed and vot&d upo:p. would have to be prop~sed by f!ome 
one, and this is certainly not less true when the members 
·of the paT•t:r· ~ever meet together .but ·c;ist. their ballots 
singly in polling booths. MoPe. over, to propose a name to 
all the party voters in a large community is not a simple 
matter. It is not_ enough to c·ollect the number of signa-
tures required to entitle the name to appear on the ballot.-
1hat is laborious; but to have any cl;!.ance or success, the 
candidate and his qualifications.must be made known to the 
voters, and that envolves an organization with branches 
. tbl-ough®t the· community. t·he D~ot ·Primary intensifies 
. ' '• 
. ' . ~ . .: 
the pra.cti'oe which had already begun'to prevail under the 
convention system of cpnducting an elaborate canvass for 
nomination-_._.;; .. •It ·is ·by no means ;y"et proved that the Direct 
,' (',•.', 
, ,'I 
• 
;. 
., 
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Primary is the road to the promised land." 7 
\ 
The author, in disagreement with the above 
quotation, has came to the conclusion through his study 
that the Direct Primary system is the best method of 
nomination. But let it be pointed out that the Primary, 
. accompanied by·the long ballot, by the spoils system in 
'·.'' ·. 
State government, by ineffective leadership, and by st~g­
gering campaing expenditures is not likely to stand. 'l'here 
., 
must be a shortening of the ballot, less pplitical "grab-
bagging" and an extension of the merit system. 
D. Surrnnary. 
As a concluding statement .on the Direct Primary 
system as used by Massachusetts, it must be remembered that: 
"'!'he Direct Primary system represents simply a stage in the 
progressive adjustment of political mechanisms to the chang-
ing·needs of our developing civilization. In auch an evo-
lutionary process there is rarely a sharp turn backward, as 
a return to the convention would be. When the Primary has 
had its day, some new and more highly r.efined mechanism for 
registering political opinion will capture the fancy of the 
electorate; perhaps non-partisan nominations, perhaps pro-
portional representation, perhaps a device yet undreamed of. 
'l'here is no need to despair of the future of our civl-e so-
ciety, if only the citizen will vigor·ouiUy participate in its 
activities, using the intelligence that he possesses and the 
7. Rocca Nominating K1etnods page 55 
,} " 
., i 
. -1•. 
• 
~' . 
lmowl~dge that can be imparted to him by sound poli tic~l 
educfation • 
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